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FM 17-33, 23 August 1957, is changed as follows:

Substituto the term "nuclear" for the term "atomic" throughout
this manual.

Substitute the term "nonnuclear" for the term "nonatomic" through-
out this manual.

Substitute the term "plan" for the term "scheme" throughout this
manual.

1. Purpose and Scope
* * * * * * $

d. (Superseded.) While the employment, of other types of units
such as infantry, artillery, engineer, and Army aviation is mentioned
in this manual, FM 1-100, and field manuals of the 5-, 6-, and 7-series,
should be consulted for the basic and detailed tactics and techniques
of these units. In addition to FM 17-1, armor series manuals that sup-
plement this manual are as follows:

FM 17-100, Armored Division and Combat Command.
FM 17-50, Armor Logistics.
FM 17-70, Signal Communication in the Armored Division.
FM 17-20, Armored Infantry Units-Platoon, Company, and

Battalion.
FM 17-35, Armored Cavalry Platoon, Troop, and Squadron.

5. Tank Crew Teamwork

c. (Superseded.) For details concerning crew drill and service of
the piece, see FM 17-12, FM 17-78, FM 17-79, and FM 17-80.

21. Medium Tank Company, Armored Division Armor Bat-
talion, 90-MM
* * * * * * *

o. Headquarters Section.
(1) Key personnel in * * * and communication chief.

* * * * B-De. 520 59
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,(b) The executive officer * * * and battalion headquarters.
He is also the company maintenance officer and rides in the
maintenance section 1/4-ton truck.

* * F * * * *

(3) When contact with * * * of the team. The remaining
1/4-ton truck is used by the first sergeant. It may also serve
as a messenger vehicle.

* * * * * * *

e. Maintenance Section. The maintenance section * * * battalion
maintenance platoon. The maintenance sergeant supervises company
organizational maintenance and is in charge of the company reserve
of repair parts. Specific duties of the maintenance sergeant are con-
tained in TM 9-2810.

* * * * * * *

22. Medium Tank Platoon

b. Duties of Key Personnel.
* * * * * * *

(5) (Superseded.) Gunner. The gunner may lay and will fire
the main tank gun and the coaxial machinegun. He is re-
sponsible to the tank commander for the maintenance of all
tank-mounted weapons.

* * * * * * *

25. Tank Company Communication System, General

b. Rescinded. Communication Personnel.

26. Radio Nets, Medium Tank Company, Armored Division
(figs. 10 and 11)

h. (Added.) Net Used by Supporting Army Aircraft. When
Army aircraft operate with the tank company, FM radio (AN/ARC-
44) provides FM channels within armor, infantry and artillery fre-
quency bands. Both vehicular and portable FM radios net with the
AN/ARC-44. Supporting Army aircraft usually operate within
the tank company command net.

51. Distribution of Fire
Unless the fire * * * and volume of fire. For methods of attack-

ing targets, see FM 17-12 and appropriate tank manuals. The fol-
lowing factors are considered:

* * * * * * *
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59. Tank Versus Tank-Weapons and Ammunition
a. If the guns * * * tank if possible. If WP is not available,

tanks may fire HE.
* * * * * * *

61. Supporting Arms and Weapons in Tank-Versus-Tank
Action
* * * * * * *

b. Armored Infantry.
* * * * * * *

(2) (Superseded.) Small detachments of armored infantry,
armed with rocket launchers and antitank rifle grenades, may
operate from strong buildings or tank-proof ground to secure
the flanks of friendly tank units. Such detachments may
even advance on enemy tanks by covered or concealed routes.

* * * * * * *

69. Tank Company and Platoon-Advance Guard
Figure 45. Rescinded. Typical order of march, leading tank platoon of

advance guard.
* * * * * * *

b. For a suggested * * * the main body. The platoon leader of
the lead platoon places himself where he can best cope with any arising
situation. Normally "point duty" of the leading element is rotated
by tanks within the platoon and by platoons within the company.

* * * * * * *

e. (Superseded.) When advancing on the road, the advance guard
normally attacks directly from march columns (pars. 105-108) to
destroy enemy forces which attempt to impede its advance. A stand-
ing operating procedure, consisting of several simple battle forma-
tions, such as used in battle drill (FM 17-1), is useful in dealing with
light opposition (fig. 47). This SOP should cover the employment
of artillery or mortar support from the main body.

Figure 48. Rescinded.
h. Rescinded.

* * 14* * * *
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Figure 52. (Superseded.) Circular range card.

74. Employment of Patrols
a. (Superseded) Patrols are small tactical units employed to gain

information and to insure security (FM 21-75). A tank cannot be
used where stealth is desired. In some fast-moving fluid situations,
tank units can be used to advantage in patrols, for example, when it
is necessary to establish physical liaison with an adjacent unit and the
area to be moved through contains enemy forces. Tank units par-
ticipating in patrol actions should be tactically self-sufficient and
prepared to engage in combat operations to accomplish their mission.
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Figure 54. (Superseded.) Tank company team attack.

90. Actions in the Attack Position

b. (Superseded) Each tank commander must insure that his tanLk
is in the best possible condition before arriving at the attack position.
It is essential that each tank be fully supplied with fuel, lubricants,
ammunition, and emergency rations and that it have no mechanical
difficulties.

* * * * * * *

101. Exploitation-General
(Superseded)

The exploitation, a phase of offensive action, is a followup of success
in battle, taking full advantage of the enemy's disorganized state to
drive deep into his rear and complete his destruction and defeat.
The exploiting force pushes vigorously to reach the objective with the
maximum force in the shortest possible time. Objectives deep in the
enemy rear normally are assigned to exploiting forces. Pursuit is
a phase of exploitation which has as its objective the destruction or
capture of enemy forces. See paragraphs 294 through 306, FM 17-1.
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109. General
See FM 17-1 for a discussion of considerations peculiar to-

* * * * * * *

a.1. (Added.) Employment of the 18-inch, tank-mounted search-
light in battlefield illumination (par. 311 and app. VI).

* $ * * * * *

111. The Armored Division Armor Battalion, 90-MM, in the
Mobile Defense

The armor battalion * * * the security force. When the battalion
is conducting the defense independently, it may use the techniques of
the mobile defense.

116. Preparation of Defensive Position

d. Range cards are prepared for appropriate weapons at all posi-
tions. When time permits * * * his tank guns. For further dis-
cussion, see FM 17-12.

117.1 Employment of the Short-Range and Medium-Range
Ground Radar

(Added)
See FM 17-1.

125. Armor Battalion Task Force as a Striking Force or as Part
of a Larger Striking Force

a. (Superseded) General. When the armored division is conduct-
ing the mobile defense, a battalion task force given a striking force
mission will normally be employed as part of a combat command.
When the combat command on an independent mission is utilizing
techniques of the mobile defense, a battalion task force may comprise
the entire striking force. As such, it * * * normal offensive
operations.

* , * * * * * *

127. Armor Battalion as Part of a Larger Striking Force
Rescinded.

128. Missions of the Armor Battalion in Position Defense

b. In position defense * * * as the reserve. On occasions the bat-
talion may be employed as part of the forces in the battle area. When
such instances * * * the armor battalion.

* * * * * * *
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133. Forces in the Battle Area
(Superseded)

The forces in the battle area include those elements charged with
the immediate defense of the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA).
For a discussion of a battalion task force employed as part of the
forces in the battle area, see paragraph 383, FM 17-1.

142. General
See FM 17-1 for a discussion of considerations peculiar to-

* * * * * * *

e.1. (Added) Employment of the 18-inch, tank-mounted search-
light in battlefield illumination (par. 311 and app. VI).
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

Section 1. GENERAL

1. Purpose and Scope
a. This manual covers specific doctrine, tactics, techniques, pro-

cedures, and organization of all tank units, platoon through battalion.
b. The procedures described herein are intended as guides only and

are not to be considered inflexible. Each new situation in combat
must be solved by an intelligent interpretation and application of the
doctrine set forth herein, and not by blind adherence to any set of
rigid rules.

e. This manual must be used in conjunction with FM 17-1. Gen-
eral information contained in FM 17-1 is repeated in this manual
only where necessary to insure clarity and understanding. Although
this manual deals primarily with tank units, it emphasizes the fact
that tanks normally operate in close coordination with other arms,
and that success in battle is certain only when all arms and services
work together.

d. While the employmenti of other types of units such as infantry,
artillery, engineer, and Army aviation is mentioned in this manual,
FM 20-100, and field manuals of the 5-, 6-, and 7-series, should be
consulted for the basic and detailed tactics and techniques of these
units. In addition to FM 17-1, armor series manuals which sup-
plement this manual are as follows:

FM 17-100, Armored Division anid Combat Command.
FM 17-50, Logistics, Armored Division.
FM 17-70, Signal Communication in the Armored Division.
FM 17-20, Reconnaissance Battalion, Armored Division.
FM 17-35, Armored Cavalry Units, Armored and Infantry

Divisions.

e. Currently prescribed terminology for tank units differs in sev-
eral respects from that heretofore used (par. 2, FM 17-1). In con-
formance with this terminology, the terms tan]k platoon, ta'nk comn-
pany, and armor battalion will be used throughout this manual to
refer to tank units at the various levels. Where necessary for clarity,
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armored division or in/antry division will be added-as, armored
division armor battalion, infantry division tank company.

f. Unless otherwise specified, the material presented herein is ap-
plicable without modification to both atomic and nonatomic warfare.
Paragraphs 15 through 18 and 184 through 190 of FM 17-1 provide
additional atomic considerations.

2. The Tank in the Armored Division
a. The tank is a weapon which embodies a mounted weapons sys-

tem designed to execute mounted, mobile operations-on either the
offense or defense. Possessed of armor-protected firepower and ex-
cellent cross-country mobility, the tank is ideally suited for employ-
ment in all types of offensive operations, in execution of the mobile
defense, in covering force and retrograde operations. and as a counter-
attacking force in the position defense. The three major roles of
tank units are-

(1) Use. in semi-independent missions utilizing great firepower
and mobility.

(2) As a part of a combined-arms armor formation to act as the
primary mounted weapons system in the conduct of mobile
warfare.

(3) Fighting enemy armor.
b. The tank is a weapon of decision on the battlefield. The ease

with which the tank can negotiate difficult terrain enables the crew,
protected by armor, to maneuver its mounted weapons system from
one favorable position to another, influencing the course of an opera-
tion in the manner the commander desires. This fast, mobile, armor-
protected vehicle is the primary weapon of the armored division.

c. Tank units form the nucleus of the primary striking force of
the armored division. In the perfoiurnimce of missions normally as-
signed to the division, units and elements of the other arms and serv-
ices found in the division have the basic function of assisting the
tank units. The tank must be used to take maximum advantage of
its great battlefield mobility. Tank units are normally employed in
teams of combined arms; however, they may be employed inde-
pendently.

3. The Tank in the Infantry Division
The role of the tank in the infantry division is to support the over-

all division mission. It is used in the greatest possible concentration
consistent with the situation. Divisional tank units may be rein-
forced by, or may be used to reinforce, other elements of the division.
These tank units increase the strength and firepower of the attack
andcl counterattack, exploit successes, and add depth to the antitank
defense. See chapter 6.
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4. The Tanker

The individual soldier in a tank unit must be indoctrinated with the
spirit of the offensive. His thinking must be geared to the speed and
violence of armored warfare. He is trained to operate deep in hostile
territory; the presence of the enemy to his front, flanks, and rear is a
condition to be expected. He must develop a spirit of daring which
will insure effective engagement of the enemy in this type of operation.

5. Tank Crew Teamwork

a. The tank crew is a tightly integrated team. While all members
have certain primary duties, it must be einphasized constantly, in
training and in battle, that success is entirely dependent upon their
effectiveness as a crew. They must work together in the maintenance
and servicing of their tank. They must funetion as one in combat,
responding swiftly, automatically, and efficiently to each new situation.

b. The efficiency of the tank crew can be improved greatly by train-
ing each orew member in the duties of the others, to the limit of the
time available and the capacity of the man. This should be done as
soon as he has mastered his primary duties.

c. For details concerning crew drill and service of the piece, see
FM 17-12 and FM 17-79.

6. Mission and Capabilities of Tank Units
a. Mission. The mission of tank units is to close with and destroy

enemy forces, using fire and maneuver in coordination with other
arms.

b. Capabilities. Tank units have the following capabilities:
(1) Attack or counterattack under hostile fire.
(2) Destroy enemy armor by fire.
(3) Support infantry or other tanks by fire and maneuver.
(4) Rapidly exploit at breakthrough.
(5) Rapidly exploit the effects of atomic weapons.
(6) Conduct independent operations for limited periods of

combat.
(7) Pursue and destroy the enemy.
(8) Conduct retrograde operations.
(9) Defend, using the principles of mobile defense.

(10) Seize and assist in holding terrain.
(11) Participate in covering force action.

7. Legend for This Manual
Figure 1 gives the symbols most frequently used in illustrating this

manual.
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LEGEND

TANK PRIMARY POSITION

I 6/ J

,i i- I, TANK ALTERNATE OR SUPPLEMENTARY POSITION
LL -. ;

TANK OUTPOSTED BY DISMOUNTED CREW MEMBER

¿jifl ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER

ENEMY TANK POSITION

ENEMY SELF-PROPELLED ANTITANK GUN

TOWED ANTITANK GUN IN POSITIONI

MACHINE GUN IN POSITION

AGGRESSOR

TYPICAL TANK

NOTE: ILLUSTRATIONS OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT OTHER THAN
PHOTOGRAPHS IN THIS MANUAI. ARE ARTISTS DRAWINGS AND
ARE NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE FUTURE DESIGN

Figure 1. Symlbols used in manual.
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Section II. ORGANIZATION, ARMORED DIVISION ARMOR
BATTALION, 90-MM

8. General
The armored division armor battalion consists of a headquarters and

headquarters company and four medium tank companies (fig. 2).
There are four of these battalions in the armored division.

I I

HQ & HQ

Figure 2. Organization, armored division armor battalion, 90-mm.

9. Headquarters and Headquarters Company
The battalion headquarters contains the battalion commander and

his staff. The headquarters company contains a company headquar-
ters, a battalion headquarters section, a headquarters tank section, a
battalion scout platoon, a battalion communication platoon, a battalion
mortar platoon, a battalion support platoon, a battalion maintenance
platoon, a battalion medical section, and a battalion personnel section
(fig. 3).

10. Battalion Headquarters
The battalion headquarters contains the necessary personnel to

command and control the battalion. These are the battalion com-
mander, executive officer, adjutant (S1), intelligence officer (S2),
operations officer (S3), S3 air, supply officer (S4), surgeon, chaplain,
communication officer, maintenance officer, and sergeant major. For
duties and responsibilities of the battalion conunander and his staff,
see paragraplls 68-89, FM 17-1.

11. Headquarters Company Headquarters
The company headquarters of the headquarters company is organ-

ized to provide administrative, supply, maintenance, and mess facili-
ties for the company and for battalion headquarters personnel. It
consists of a company headquarters section; an administrative, mess,
and supply section; and a maintenance section.

7
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a. Company Headquarters Section. The company headquarters
section includes the company commnander, the first sergeant, and a
driver. The company commander may be designated as battalion
headquarters commandant. He may be required to assume tempo-
rarily the duties of any member of the staff.

b. Administrative, AMess, and Supply Section. The company ad-
ministrative, mess, and supply section prepares administrative data
for submission to higher headquarters, and feeds, clothes, and equips
personnel of the company. It includes the supply sergeant, mess
steward, cooks, company clerk, and drivers. This section is trans-
ported in cargo trucks and trailers.

c. Alaintenance Section. The company maintenance section is
commanded by a warrant officer who is the company maintenance
officer. In addition, the section includes the maintenance sergeant and
necessary mechanics. This section has the function of keeping all
headquarters company vehicles and equipment operating at maximum
efficiency.

12. Battalion Headquarters Section
The battalion headquarters section provides the bulk of the enlisted

personnel for the staff sections and part of the vehicles and equip-
ment needed for the command and control of the battalion. This sec-
tion also contains two liaison officers. For their duties see paragraph
88, FM 17-1. Enlisted personnel include an intelligence sergeant,
operations sergeant and assistants, chaplain's assistant, mail clerk,
clerk typists, and drivers for the section vehicles. Transportation
includes armored personnel carriers and necessary general-purpose
vehicles.

13. Headquarters Tank Section
The headquarters tank section contains a platoon leader and the

necessary enlisted personnel to man the four tanks with which the
section is equipped. These tanks are provided primarily for the use
of the battalion commander, operations officer, artillery liaison officer,
forward air controller (when one is present), and other staff officers
as desired. When not otherwise used, tanks of this section may be
employed for security of the command post.

14. Battalion Scout Platoon
a. General. The scout platoon (fig. 4) consists of a platoon head-

quarters and three scout sections. The platoon headquarters consists
of the platoon leader, platoon sergeant, and drivers of the two 1/4-ton
trucks. Each scout section consists of two squads. Each squad has
six enlisted men mounted in two l/4 -ton trucks. The section leader
commands one squad. The squad leader of the other squad is also
the assistant section leader.
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b. Mission. The scout platoon performs missions of security and
reconnaissance to the front, flanks, and rear of the battalion. It may
be reinforced with tanks and armored infantry to enable it to accom-
plish these missions. In addition, the scout platoon assists in the con-
trol of movements of the battalion, or elements thereof, by route recon-
naissance, posting of guides and markers, and reconnaissance of as-
sernbly areas and attack positions. For details of employment, see
FM 17-35.

15. Battalion Mortar Platoon
a. General. The 4.2-inch mortar platoon (fig. 5) has the mission of

furnishing close and continuous indirect fire support for the companies
of the armor battalion. Normally this platoon is eimployed directly
under battalion control. It is capable of-

PLAT
0 EM

I EM MORTAR SJD

Figure 5. Battalion mortar platoon.

(1) Delivering high-explosive ammunition on area or point
targets.

(2) Delivering chemical munitions on area targets.
(3) Providing battlefield illumination.

b. Organization;

(1) The platoon is operationally self-sufficient. It is dependent
on its parent company and battalion for logistical and ad-
m ministrative support and, partially, for security.

(2) The platoon headquarters consists of a platoon leader, three
forward observer teams, and a fire direction center (FDC),
each having its own transportation and communication
facilities.

(3) Each of the four mortars is mounted in an armored mortar
carrier.

(4) For details of tactical employment of this platoon, see ap-
pendix IV, FM 17-1.
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16. Battalion Communication Platoon
The battalion communication platoon, commanded by the battalion

communication officer, contains sufficient specialist personnel, equip-
ment, and organic transport to provide for the installation, operation,
and maintenance of the battalion communication system. Following
the instruction of the communication officer, the communication chief
supervises the assignment and activities of the platoon's radioteletype
and CW radio operators and the message-handling, wire, and mainte-
nance personnel. The platoon is transported in an armored personnel
carrier and light trucks. The radioteletype and CW radio operators
ride with the staff sections to which they are assigned.

17. Battalion Support Platoon
a. General. The support platoon is organized into a ,platoon head-

quarters and two sections: transportation section and supply section.
The platoon has the personnel, vehicles, and equipment to furnish the
transportation and supply support required by the armor battalion
to sustain itself for limited periods of combat. Details of its opera-
tions are included in FM 17-50.

b. Platoon Headquarters. Platoon headquarters consists of a pla-
toon leader and driver. The platoon leader controls the battalion
field trains. He has radio communication with the transportation sec-
tion leader and the battalion S4 over the battalion logistical net or, in
emergency, over the battalion command net.

c. Transportation Section. The transportation section is organized
and equipped with the personnel and trucks necessary to transport
that part of the battalion basic load of class V and prescribed load of
class III which is carried in the battalion trains, and all other supplies
from division distributing points forward. The section leader has
radio communication with the support platoon leader and the bat-
talion S4 over the battalion logistical net.

d. Supp7,y Section. The supply section operates under the super-
vision of the battalion supply warrant officer. The section is responsi-
ble for receiving and consolidating supply requests from the com-
panies, preparing all requisitions, and procuring supplies and issuing
them to the companies.

18. Battalion Medical Section
The medical section, an integral part of headquarters company, pro-

vides unit medical service and medical support for the battalion. It
establishes and operates the battalion aid station and provides medical
aid-evacuation teams to the com,panies for emergency medical treat-
ment and evacuation of casualties to the aid station. It assists in
technical instruction in first aid, field sanitation, and related subjects,
and carries out technical inspections of a medical and sanitation
nature. Details of its operation are contained in FM 17-50.
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19. Battalion Maintenance Platoon
The battalion maintenance platoon is organized and equipped to

perform second-echelon (organizational) maintenance, recovery and
evacuation of vehicles, and resupply of parts for weapons and vehicles
of the battalion. The platoon is commanded by the battalion mainte-
nance officer, who is assisted by the assistant maintenance officer and
weapons maintenance warrant officer. He has radio cominmunication
with the battalion S4 and unit maintenance sections, using the bat-
talion logistical net. Details of operation of the maintenance platoon
are contained in FM 17-50.

20. Battalion Personnel Section
This section prepares and maintains personnel records, rosters,

correspondence, and reports pertaining to personnel matters of the
battalion. The personnel section consists of the personnel officer
(warrant officer), personnel sergeant, and designated specialists. It
relieves the companies of as much paperwork as possible. When the
battalion is not engaged in combat operations, this section works un-
der the supervision of the battalion S1. When the battalion is fight-
ing, this section normally operates in the division administrative
center under the supervision of the division adjutant general.

21. Medium Tank Company, Armored Division Armor Battalion,
90-mm

a. General. The medium tank company (fig. 6) consists of a com-
pany headquarters and three tank platoons of five tanks each.

b. Tank Company Headquarters. The company headquarters con-
tains a headquarters section, a security section, a maintenance section,
and an administrative, mess, and supply section.

c. Headquarters Section.
(1) Key personnel in the headquarters section include the com-

pany commander, executive officer, first sergeant, and com-
munication chief.

(a) For responsibilities of the company commander, see para-
graphs 68 through 75, FM 17-1.

(b) The executive officer is second in command of the com-
pany. He keeps abreast of the tactical situation and must
be prepared to assume cominmand at any time. As the
company commander's principal assistant, the executive
officer supervises the functioning of company service sup-
port elements. He handles most of the company adminis-
trative details so that the company commander can devote
the bulk of his time to operations, training, and discipline.
The executive officer also is responsible for the movement,
security, and operation of the company command post

13
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He insures that communication is maintained with the
platoons, the company commander, and battalion head-
quarters.//'e /5 J2- o ,, Co~pg, í.l~j4 O,-- '/~es ~ 'a~

(2) The headquarterrs ichtlon has two tanks. One of these is
used by the company commander; the other is available for
the use of an artillery forward observer.

(3) When contact with the enemy is not imminent, the company
commander may ride in a 1/4-ton truck organic to the com-
pany headquarters section. When armored infantry are
attached to the tank company to form a company team, the
1/4-ton truck may be the best vehicle for the company com-
mander to use in controlling elements of the team. The
remaining l/4-ton truck is used by the company executive
officer and first sergeant. 7-' ~ts ge, s ,kY ~w 5c- ? e¢

d. Security Section. The security section consists of a section
leader, 10 security personnel armed with rifles, and a driver for the
armored personnel carrier in which the section is mounted. The
mission of this section is to form a security force for the protection
of company headquarters and to provide replacement tank crewmen.
When not immediately required for their primary mission, members
of this section may be used to assist personnel in the maintenance
section.

e. Mlaintenance Section. The maintenance section provides organi-
zational maintenance for the company. Its personnel include the
company maintenance sergeant and radio, turret, and tracked vehicle
mechanics. The extent of its operations during combat is determined
by the capabilities of its personnel and the time, tools, and repair
parts available. Vehicles requiring extensive repairs that cannot be
accomplished at company level are turned over to the battalion
maintenance platoon. The maintenance sergeant supervises company
organizational maintenance, is in charge of the company reserve of
repair parts, and keeps records of all scheduled maintenance. C-/ ,PZ

f. Administrative, AMess, and Supply section. The administrative,
mess, and supply section includes the company supply sergeant, com-
pany clerk, mess steward, and cooks. On marches when combat is
imminent, and during combat, this section is normally placed in the
battalion field trains. The supply sergeant, however, may be kept
forward with the company to supervise the issuance of supplies re-
ceived during combat.

22. Medium Tank Platoon

a. General. The tank platoon consists of five tanks, including the
platoon leader's tank. The platoon normally operates as a unit;
however, it may operate by sections, with one section under the
platoon leader and the other section under the platoon sergeant.

15



Even when it operates by sections, the platoon leader retains control
of and responsibility for, the entire platoon whenever possible.

b. Duties of Key Personnel.
(1) Platoon leader. The platoon leader is responsible to the

company commander for the discipline and training of his
platoon, its maintenance and equipment, and its success in
battle. He must master platoon and company tactics and
prepare himnself to meet the many problems of combat lead-
ership. He must be proficient in the employment of the
platoon's weapons. Finally, he must know the men of his
platoon and be able to earn their respect and command their
obedience.

(2) Platoon sergeant. The platoon sergeant is second in com-
mand of the platoon and is responsible to the platoon leader
for the conduct of the platoon. When the platoon operates
by sections, the platoon sergeant commands the second sec-
tion and is responsible to the platoon leader for its tactical
employment.

(3) Tank comnmander. The tank commander directs the move-
ment of the tank, the laying and firing of all tank weapons,
the maintenance and resupply of the tank, and first-aid treat-
ment and evacuation of wounded tank crew members. He
is responsible to the platoon leader for the tactical employ-
ment of the tank and the training and discipline of the crew.

(4) Driver. The driver drives the tank and is responsible to
the tank coinmander for all vehicular maintenance.

(5) Gunner. The gunner may lay and will fire the maiu tank
1e 1 gun andcl the coaxial machine gun. He is respoinsible to the
>p y tank comimander for the maintenance of those weapons and

the anti-aircraft machine gun.
(6) Loader. The loader loads the main tank gun and the co-

axial machine gun, and stows and cares for their ammuni-
tion. He is responsible to the tank commander for mainte-
nance of the tank radio.

Section III. COMMUNICATION, ARMORED DIVISION ARMOR
BATTALION, 90-mm

23. General
Definitions, descriptions, and details of signal communication com-

mon to all armor units are contained generally in FM 17-1 and specif-
ically in FM 17-70.

24. Communication System, Armored Division Armor Battalion
a. Úommand Post. The battalion headquarters operations and ad-

ministrative-logistical armored personnel carriers are normally lo-
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cated in the battalion command post area. These vehicles are
equipped with medium-power AM and FM radio facilities to assist
the battalion staff sections in performing their duties.

(1) The battalion operations section operates in the following
radio nets:

(a) Combat command corinand net RTT. This net gives thle
armor battalion command post a long-range link to the
combat command command post. It is particularly well
suited for the transmission of lengtliy situation reports.

(b) Combat commnand commrand net FMl. This net provides
the battalion commander with means of voice communica-
tion with the conmbat comnmand commander. It is nor-
mally used for short cornmand traffic.

-(c) Battalion command net FM. The FM radio facility in
the operations comnmand post velicle is the net control
station of the battalion comnmand net. This net links the
battalion commander, fire support representatives, the
staff, and the companies. The battalion commander uses
this net to command and control the companies and at-
tached units.

(2) The battalion S3 air is provided an armored personnel car-
rier containing a medium-power AM set to communicate with
combat coinmand and the division fire support coordination
center. This set is used primarily to transmit air request
traffic on the division air request net. The vehicle is also
equipped with a UHIF air-to-ground radio and an FM radio.
These two sets may be operated in conjunction with each
other, utilizing retransmnission. This facility permits the
forward air controller with the battalion to cominunicate
with tactical aircraft over any medium-power FM radio in
thlie battalion. An FM back-pack radio is provided for the
the use of the forward air controller when dismounted.

(3) The radio in the armored personnel carrier shared by the
adjutant and the logistics officer operates in the following
nets:

(a) Division logistical net RTT. This net affords the bat-
talion logistics officer a long-range link with the combat
conmmand S4, division G4, and division logistics control
center (DLCC). It is used primarily to transmit ad-
ministrative and logistical traffic.

(b) Battalion logistical net FM. The FM radio facility in
the administrative-logistical armored personnel carrier is
the net control station of tlle battalion logistical net. This
net provides the battalion logistics officer with voice com-
munication to the support platoon leader. The com-

437317 -57--2
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panies operate in this net when required to transmit admin-
istrative and logistical traffic.

(4) Battalion liaison officers are equipped to operate in the
command net of the unit with which they are performing
liaison and within their own battalion commnand net.

(5) Since the control coinmunication facilities for the battalion,
and the terminating radio facilities to combat command, are
located in the command post area, it is essential that the com-
mand post be sited for good radio communication.

b. Comnand Group.
(1) The battalion coimmander and operations officer are equipped

with vehicular-mounted, medium-power FM radio equip-
ment that permits them to operate in the battalion command
net and the combat command command net FM.

(2) The artillery liaison officer is also equipped with vehicular-
mounted, medium-power FM radio equipment to permit him
to operate in the battalion command net and a supporting
artillery battalion fire direction net. He operates in the
battalion command net to coordinate artillery fires with
battalion operations. He operates in an artillery fire direc-
tion net to determine the availability of artillery fires and
coordinate his forward observers.

(3) The forward air controller is equipped with a vehicular-
mounted, mediunii-power FM radio set for operation in the
battalion command net. He is also equipped with a UHF
ground-to-air radio set for communication in the tactical
air direction net. The forward air controller coordinates
tactical air support with battalion operations on the bat-
talion command net. He directs air strikes using the tacti-
cal air direction net.

c. Radio Nets. Figure 7 shows the sets issued to and typical radio
net diagrams for the armored division armor battalion. Figure 8
shows a radio net diagram for a typical armor battalion task force.

d. Wire Comnrnunication System. The battalion wire system is in-
stalled and operated by the battalion communication platoon. This
system is installed whenever time will perrnit and is normally used
during periods of radio silence, in defensive or stabilized operations,
and in assembly areas. Wire lines are installed to each organic and
attached company. Lateral wire lines are installed to adjacent units
wherever possible to increase flexibility. Local wire lines are in-
stalled to the staff sections as required. Wire lines from supporting
units are integrated into the battalion wire system. A wire team
from the division signal battalion installs wire lines from the combat
command to the battalion. Figure 9 shows a typical wire net dia-
gram for the battalion.

18



25. Tank Company Communication System, General
a. Cornmand Post Organization.

(1) When the comnpany is committed to action, the commander
normally controls his unit from one of the company head-
quarters tanks or his ¼14-ton truck. He is normally accom-
panied by an artillery forward observer mounted in the
second company headquarters tank.

(2) The armored personnel carrier in company headquarters,
which provides transportation for the security section, also
serves as the company command post vehicle.

b. Communication Personnel. The company communicatión chief
rides in the executive officer's 1/4-ton truck. The company radio
mechanic is in the maintenance section.

26. Radio Nets, Medium Tank Company, Armored Division
(figs. 10 and 11)

a. Company Command Net. The company commander of a tank
company controls his company over the tank company command net
(FM). The company commander's tank, his 1/4 -ton truck, all the pla-
toon leaders' and platoon sergeants' tanks, the executive officer's 1/4 -ton
truck, the security section's armored personnel carrier, and the vehicles
of the maintenance section operate in this net, using the medium-power
FM transceiver portions of their vehicular radios.

b. Platoon Cornmand Nets. Each tank platoon has its own platoon
command net. All tanks of the platoon operate their medium-power
FM transceivers on the platoon net.

e. Battalion Cornmand and Logistical Nets. The company com-
mander monitors the battalion command net by using the auxiliary
receivers in his tank and his 1/4-ton truck. At the company CP, the
auxiliary receiver in the security section's armored personnel carrier
also monitors this net. The executive officer uses his auxiliary receiver
to monitor the battalion logistical net.

d. Nets Used When Tanks Are Attached to Armored Infantry.
When a tank platoon is attached to an armored rifle company, the tank
platoon leader will direct that the low-power FM transceiver portions
of the radios of all his tanks be tuned to the armored rifle company
command net. The tank platoon leader may continue to control his
platoon on the mediumn-power transceiver portions of the tank radios,
using the frequency of his platoon net or his parent company command
net. It should be considered that excessive use of the medium-power
transceiver within the platoon on the company command net may
interfere with the operation of that net.

e. Nets Used When Arnored Infantry Are Attached to Tank Units.
When an armored rifle platoon is attached to a tank company, all the
tanks operate their low-power FM transceivers on the frequency
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Figure 9. Typical wire nets, armored division armor battalion, 90-mm.
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Figure 10. Type radio net diagram, medium tank company, armored division
arnmort battalion, 90-imm.

being used by the armored rifle platoon, while the armored rifle pla-
toon leader tunes his medium-power FM transceiver to the tank com-

pany command net. Infantrymen working with tanks can communi-
cate with the tanks by several meatrs (fig. 12), including the external

tank interphone. An infantryman desiring to talk with a tank com-

mander removes the interphone handset from its box. If a tank

conmmander wishes to talk to an infantryman, he has the loader flash
the red signal light mounted in the interphone box next to the hand-

set.
f. Nets Used by Artillery Forward Observers. Wen an artillery

forward observer operates with the tank company, he commreunicates
irectly with itanks artillery battery or battaion fire direction center,

using available radio equipment. He ronitors the tank company
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Figure 11. Type radio net diagran, t compan team, arnmored division.

command net with his auxiliary receiver. His low-owwer FM trans-
ceiver is operated in the net of any attached armored infantry.

g. Security Section Radio Úomnmunication. The security section has
a backpack FM radio set for use when dismounted. This radio
norially operates in the tank company command net.

27. Wire Nets, Medium Tank Company, Armored Division
Because the tank company normally moves so much during com-

bat, it has little opportunity to use wire. However, in bivouac and
assembly areas and during conduct of a position defense, wire can
be used to advantage. When used, the tank company wire net is in-
stalled, maintained, and operated by the company communication
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Figure 13. Typical w;ire net diagram, neediintr tank company, armored division
armor battalion, 90-mm.

personnel. Normally, the switchboard is installed in the company
command post. One line is laid to each platoon. The switchboard
then ties in to the battalion wire net on lines laid by battalion com-
munication personnel. Three telephones may be installed in the
company headquarters area. Figure 13 shows a typical wire net and
indicates the equipment used.

28. Liaison by the Tank Company
a. The tank company maintains liaison with adjacent units, sup-

porting or supported units, and higher headquarters, as the tactical
situation requires. When a tank unit is attached to another unit, the
tank unit commander is responsible for continuous liaison from the
time his unit is attached, or alerted for attachment, until it is relieved
from attachment. This liaison may be maintained by designated
liaison agents or by periodic personal contact between unit com-
manders (command liaison).

b. A tank company commander normally maintains liaison with
his next higher commander by frequent personal contact. At times,
liaison with higher headquarters is maintained by use of a qualified
noncommissioned officer who is provided with a 1/4 -ton truck and radio.

c. Army aircraft, when available, may be used to advantage by the
company commander in maintaining liaison.
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CHAPTER 2

COMBAT OPERATIONS-GENERAL

Section I. ORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT

29. Battalion Task Forces
An armored division armor battalion, 90-mm, may be organized

for combat either as a tank-heavy or balanced task force or without
attachments. For discussion of battalion task force, see paragraphs
46 through 48, FM 17-1.

30. Employment of Tank Platoons and Companies
The tank platoon is normally employed as a part of the tank com-

pany. It may be attached to an armored rifle company. The tank
company normally operates as a part of a battalion task force. When
suitably reinforced, it is capable of conducting small-scale, semi-
independent missions.

31. Tank Company Teams
a. The tank company may be organized as a tank company team

(pars. 47 and 48, FM 17-1) by attaching a nonorganic platoon (or
platoons) and/or detaching an organic platoon (or platoons). A
company team normally is given a designation corresponding to the
alphabetical designation of the company forminig the nucleus of the
team. For example, a company team organized with Company A
as the nucleus is designated as Team A or Team ALFA.

b. The company team may be employed alone or as part of a bat-
talion task force. Company teams are formed after a consideration
of the factors of METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and
troops available). There is no fixed composition for such a team (fig.
14).

c. A company team usually is composed of tanks and armored in-
fantry only. The battalion mortar and scout platoons, and any at-
tached or supporting engineer units, normally are kept under bat-
talion control and assist in accomplishing the battalion (or task force)
mission.

32. Platoons in Company Teams
Tanks should not be attached in less than platoon strength. To do

so is justified only when the terrain or other conditions are such that
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EXAMPLE OF TANK COMPANY TEAM: ONE TANK PLATOON DETACHED;
ONE ARMORED RIFLE PLATOON ATTACHED

I I l 'I I

ORGANIC ATTACHED

3d TANK PLATOON
DETACHED AND
ATTACHED TO AN
ARMORED RIFLE
COMPANY IN A
BATTALION TASK
FORCE

EXAMPLE OF TANK COMPANY TEAM: TWO PLATOONS OF ARMORED
INFANTRY ATTACHED

ORGANC AACHED

ORGANIC ATTACHED

Figure 14. E.xamples of tank company teams.
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a platoon cannot be used effectively. Similarly, armored infantry
normally should not be attached in less than platoon strength.

33. Tank Companies Without Attachments
Tank companies are at times employed without attachments, par-

ticularly if the batta]lion (or task force) is operating on a single axis
where the commander can closely coordinate all elements of his com-
mand. However, armored infantry should be within supporting dis-
tance of the tanks.

34. Command of Tank Company Teams
Action between platoons is coordinated by orders to each platoon

leader from the company team commander and by cooperation between
the platoons. Although not normal, when an armored rifle company,
either complete or minus some portion, is attached to a tank company,
the armored rifle company is best employed as a unit under its own
commander. This insures the best utilization of the armored rifle
company headquarters. If the situation demands that portions of the
tearn operate on separate axes, the armored rifle company commander
may be placed in command of one portion.

35. Cooperation in the Tank Company Team
Cooperation within the tank company team is continuous. All

leaders study, plan, and prepare ways of coordinating the elements
of the team to meet changing battlefield conditions.

a. The role of armored infantry in tank company teams is to assist
the advance of the tanks by-

(1) Breaching or removing antitank obstacles.
(2) Assisting in the neutralization or destruction of antitank

weapons.
(3) Designating targets for the tanks.
(4) Protecting the tanks against individual antitank measures.
(5) Leading the attack when necessary.
(6) Providing security for tanks.
(7) Mopping up and assisting in consolidation of the objective.
(8) Protecting the tanks in assembly areas and attack positions.

b. The duties of the tank elements in tank company teams are to-
(1) Neutralize or destroy hostile weapons by fire and maneuver.
(2) Clear paths for dismounted armored infantry through wire

and antipersonnel minefields.
(3) Neutralize fortified installations with direct fire.
(4) Support by direct fire the advance of the armored infantry,

when dismounted armored infantry lead the attack.
(5) Provide antitank protection.
(6) Lead the attack.
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WRONG

RIGHT

F'igutre 15. TanlS shouldt move aromud the slhotlIers of a hill, using available
cover an(d concealment, while supported by othler tanlks in firing positions.
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Section II. USE OF TERRAIN

36. General
The tank is a desirable target for the enemy. The terrain must be

properly used to conceal tanks or to prevent disclosing their positions.

37. Dominant Terrain
Since high ground usually offers observation and fields of fire, its

possession frequently is decisive.
a. Before an advance up a valley, the ridges on both sides should

be cleared or neutralized by fire. The enemy, if he has free use of the
ridges, may encourage such an advance in order to ambush the tanks.

b. Positions on high ground should be selected on either the for-
ward or reverse slope and not on the skyline, where any movement
is easily detected. The crest of a hill should not be crossed if it can
be avoided. Tanks should move around the shoulders of the hill,
using available cover and concealment (fig. 15). If it is necessary
to cross the crest, the advance should be made in line formation, sup-
ported by other tanks in firing positions (fig. 16).

Figure 16. If it is necessary to cross a crest, a tank ulnit advances in line
formation, supported by tanks in firing positions.

38. Cover and Concealment
Cover is protection from fire; concealment is protection from enemy

observation (fig. 17). Cover should be used whenever possible. If
there is no cover, the concealment offered by trees, shadows, brush,
and houses should be used (fig. 18). Positions behind cover are
known as defiladed positions, the degree of defilade depending upon
the portion of the tank protected from enemy fire (figs. 19 and 20).

437317°-57 3
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Figure 18. Brnsh nmay give fairly good concealmlent.

39. Conspicuous Landmarks
Conspicuous landmarks should be avoided, because they attract

the enemy's attention. His artillery and antitank weapons will prob-
ably have registered on them (fig. 21).

40. Movement From Cover, Concealment, or Defile

The head of a column emerging from a ravine, woods, or other
defile should be protected by other tanks, halted in concealed posi-
tions to provide fire support (fig. 22).

41. Terrain Which Is Unfavorable for Tanks

Tank unit personnel must learn to recognize unfavorable terrain
at a distance (TM 21-306). If the terrain is doubtful, a crew member
should be dismounted, under protection of the tank weapons, to see
whether the ground is passable for tanks (fig. 23). Accompanying
infantrymen may be used to assist in making this reconnaissance and
to provide additional protection for the dismounted crewman.

42. Dusty Terrain
Dusty terrain betrays the mnovement of tanks (fig. 24). Dust can

be minimized by slow movement. Once tanks are in the assault posi-
tion, they must launch their attack rapidly, regardless of dust. Smoke
may be used to blind enemy antitank guns and tanks during the
movement of the unit.
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Figure 20. In selecting a hull-defilade position, be sulre that the slope is not so

steep tlhat the gun, muzzle cannot be depressed sufficiently to engage targets.

Select a position wihere the tank does not have an excessive cant or pitch.

-.

I

Figure 21. Conspicuous landinarks s7lould be avoided.
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Figure 22. The head of a column emerging from cover, concealment, or a
defile should be supported byj other tanks, halted in concealed positions to
provide fire support.

Figure 23. If the terrain is doubtfiíl, a crewmember is dismounted to see
whether the ground is passable for tanks.
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Section III. COMBAT FORMATIONS

43. Battalion Formations

a. The armor battalion conducts opérations in one of two basic
battalion formations: line or column. The eclhelon and wedge forma-

tions are variations of the two basic types. :The type of formation
to be used is determined after a consideration of the factors of METT
(mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available). Selec-
tion of a formation must be guided by the facts that the objective

should be. assaulted by as large a force as possible and that the
formation must have sufficient depth to maintain the momentum of

attack.

b. An armor battalion is in line formation when two or more of its
companies are advancing abreast. The battalion is in column when

only one of its companies is leading, although following elements may
be abreast.

44. Company and Platoon Formations

a. The company formations do not necessarily conform to that of
the battalion. Hence, the battalion could be advancing in column

and each of its companies could be in line, wedge, or echelon forma-
tion.

b. Figures 25 through 30 show typical formations for tank platoons
and companies. When the company commander's order does not
specify the formation within the platoons, each platoon leader is re-

sponsible for the selection of an appropriate formation for his unit.

c. A combat formation is not rigid. The kind of ground, cover, and
concealment govern the position of each tank. The company com-

mander and platoon leaders change their positions whenever necessary

to improve their observation or control. Visual signals which can
be used to control formations are given in FM 21-60.

45. Column Formation
The column (figs. 25 and 30)-

a. Provides good security and permits maximum fire to the flanks,
but permits less fire to the front.

b. Facilitates control.

c. Facilitates rapid deployment into any other formation.

d. Is used in approach marches, night movements, and fog, and
when passing through defiles or dense woods.
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46. Line Formation
The line (figs. 26 and 30)-
a. Permits maximum fire to the front or rear, minimum fire to

the flanks.
b. Is more difficult to control than column.
e. Does not provide as much depth as column.
d. Is used by covering forces and units in supporting positions. It

should be employed by tanks emerging from smoke, crossing crests,
leaving woods, and during the assault of an objective.

e. Permits closing on the objective in minimum time.

47. Wedge Formation
The wedge (figs. 27, 28, and 30)-
a. Permits excellent fire to the front and good fire to each flank.
b. Facilitates control.
c. Permits sustained effort and provides flank security.
d. Lends itself readily to fire and maneuver.
e. Is used when the company commander wishes a deployed forma-

tion which still will allow him effective control and maximum flexi-
bility.

48. Echelon Formation
The echelon (figs. 29 and 30)-
a. Permits excellent fire to the front and to the echeloned flank,

fair fire to the other flank.
b. Is more difficult to control than column.
c. Permits sustained effort.
d. Is employed to cover the exposed flank of a larger formation,

with a minimum loss of frontal firepower.

49. Changing Platoon Combat Formations
Figure 31 illustrates the technique of moving from one combat for-

mation to another. The base vehicle is the only vehicle wlhich should
cross in front of another. Individual tanks should make gradual
adjustments in their speed and direction to take up their new posi-
tions. Halts and abrupt changes of direction should be avoided.
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Figure 25. Column formation.
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50 TO 100 YDS
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Figure 26. Line formation.
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Figure 27. Wedge formation.

t t
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ADVANCE

Figure 28. Tanlk ant arnmored rifle platoons in integrated wedge formation.
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Figure 29. Tank platoon in echelon (right) formation, covering armored
personnel carriers in column.
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Figure 30. Combat formations, tank company team, showing possible variations
of platoon formations.
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Section IV. UTILIZATION OF FIREPOWER

50. Selection of Targets

a. Tanks always engage first those targets which are most likely to
interfere with the accomplishment of their mission. While no hard-
and-fast rule can be drawn, enemy armor commonly offers the great-
est threat and, if present, will be the first target to be engaged.

b. Tanks engage enemy armor and automatic weapons. Armored
infantry, employing infantry tactics of fire and maneuver, support
the tanks by destroying dug-in antitank guns and tank hunters who
cannot be engaged by the tanks.

c. Tanks acting alone, or in a combined-arms team consisting prin-
cipally of tanks, concentrate first upon enemy tanks and antitank
guns, then upon other vehicles and troops.

51. Distribution of Fire

j Unless the fire of a tank unit is controlled, the tank crews may
aexpend ainmunition carelessly and ineffectively. On the other hand,

97?>sufficient fire must be delivered to insure destruction or neutralization
of the target in the shortest possible time. The tank company com-
mander and the platoon leaders control the distribution and volume
of fire. The following factors are considered:

a. Number of Tanks in Position To Fire. When more tanks are
in position than are needed to destroy a single target, only those in the
most favorable positions will fire (fig. 32). To make this possible,
each tank must be assigned a definite, primary sector of responsibility.
A company miight have only one platoon in action, the others re-
maining concealed until another target appears. This control may
lead the enemy commander to underestimate the force opposing him
and thereby produce opportunities for surprise (f below).

b. Supporting Units Available.
(1) If supporting units are available to protect its flanks, the

tank company concentrates its fire on targets to its front.
Otherwise, certain tanks must be designated to watch for tar-
gets of opportunity to the flanks and rear.

(2) Supporting artillery and mortars should be employed
against distant or large area targets, leaving the tanks free
to engage targets closer to them.

(3) Supporting artillery or mortars should also be employed to
provide any smoke which the tank company may require in
the accomplishment of its mission.

c. Distant Targets. Accuracy of fire decreases with an increase
in range. Therefore, the greater the range to a target, the more
tanks that must fire on the target to ensure its destruction or neu-
tralization.
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d. Number of Targets.
(1) When there is more than one important target, fire should

be distributed to enlgage as many targets as possible (fig.
33).

(2) Should a dangerous new target appear at a moment when
the tank company is fully engaged, certain tanks must be
designated to take it under fire.

(3) If the company does not have sufficient firepower to en,,gage
all available targets, it requests assistance from the bat-
talion commander. Such a request may include tle fact tlat
a particular type of fire support, such as artillery or tactical
air, appears most appropriate. Meanwhile, the company
continues to engage the most dangerous targets.

e. Type of Target.
(1) Generally, the more dangerous a target, the more fire is con-

centrated upon it.
(2) A target which is hard to see is hard to hit and therefore re-

quires a greater volume of fire than one in the open. For
example, a well-concealed antitank gun may be very difficult
to destroy or neutralize even though its general location is
known.

f. Surprise.
(1) When the tank company is able to surprise an enemy force,

each platoon is given a definite sector of fire. Tlie platoon
leaders, in turn, designate definite sectors or targets for eacli
individual tank. All tanks fire together, on the company
commander's order.

(2) If the company is attacked suddenly, each tank commander
immediately engages the most dangerous targets in his as-
signed sector of fire until the platoon leaders and company
commander are able to determine the point or points where
fire should be concentrated.

g. Firi.ng Position for Tanks.
(1) Tanks used for fire support are placed in hull-defilade firing

positions. A tank is in hull defilade when the lowest por-
tion of the tank visible from the front is the main tank gun.
The use of hull defilade provides maximum protection while
engaging enemy targets with direct fire.

(2) Firing positions are classified as primary, alternate, and
supplementary.

(a) A primary firing position offers the best conditions for
carrying out the assigned mission.

(b) An alternate firing position is used for carrying out the
assigned mission when the primary position becomes un-
suitable.

437317--57-4
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(c) A supplementary firing position is used for firing on tar-
gets that cannot be reached fronm the primary or alternate
position.

h. Reconnaissance by Fire. Reconnaissance by fire (par. 92) is
accomplished by firing the main tank gun and/or machine guns into
suspected enemy positions, in an effort to make the enemy disclose
his positions.

Section V. ACTIONS AGAINST PERSONNEL

52. General
Tanks can overrun and crush enemy weapons, shallow entrench-

ments, personnel, and light vehicles. When combined with fire and
rapid movement, this capability can be employed advantageously by
attacking tank units against dismounted enemy personnel.

53. Attack Against Moving Personnel
In fast-moving, fluid situations, especially during exploitations,

tank units may encounter marching formations of enemy troops who
are unaware of the immediate presence of tanks.

a. If the attacking tanks have the advantages of high ground and
good fields of fire, they may take initial positions to rake the enemy
formation with fire. Normally, this surprise fire is of short duration
(2 or 3 bursts of machine-gun fire and one or two rounds from each
main tank gun). It is designed to kill as many enemy troops as pos-
sible before they can take cover. As soon as the tank unit commander
sees that maximnium advantage has been gained from this initial sur-
prise fire, he orders his units forward, preferably in line formation,
to attack the enemy with as much speed and violence as possible. The
unit advances, machine guns firing, directly into the enemy forination,
employing essentially the same tactics used in the final assault of any
objective. Any accompanying armored infantry dismount from their
vehicles to complete the task of crushing resistance and taking
prisoners.

b. If the attacking unit is not in a position to take the eneminy under
surprise fire from a vantage point, the tank unit rapidly moves into
a combat formation which will allow maximum firepower forward
and attacks directly into the enemy formation, preferably from a flank.

54. Attack of Concentrations of Personnel
Whenever the enemy has concentrations of troops, such as in assem-

bly areas and attack positions, he can be expected to take security
precautions designed to prevent the surprise attack of his main body.
When such a concentration is encountered, attacking tank units must
depend on rapid movement to gain surprise and inflict the maximum
shock effect on the enemy. The commander must quickly formulate
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a plan of attack, transmit orders by radio, and commence the assault
without halting. One or more elements of the attacking force should
move on line directly into the enemy formation, machine guns firing.
At least one element should be given the mission of encircling the
enemy formation.

55. Attack Against Personnel in Fixed Positions
Enemy dismounted personnel defending a fixed position can be ex-

pected to have antitank weapons sited to cover logical avenues of
armor approach. In the attack of such a position, tanks should be
accompanied by armored infantry. The attack of antitank weapons
is discussed in paragraph 63. Once the antitank defenses have been
disposed of and the enemy defenses have been penetrated, tanks should
move into and through the enemy position rapidly, machine gunning
and crushing the enemy in foxholes and other defensive works which
can be overrun.

Section VI. ACTIONS AGAINST TANKS AND ANTITANK
WEAPONS

56. Tank Versus Tank-General

a. The material covered in this section (pars. 56-65) applies not
only to enemy tanks but also to armored self-propelled weapons.

b. Tank unit personnel must be prepared to-
(1) Engage enemy tanks at any time, usually with little warning.
(2) Strike concentrations of hostile armor, by either attack or

counterattack, to destroy the enemy's power for offensive
combat.

e. Tank design is a compromise of the desired degrees of armor pro-
tection, cross-country mobility, firepower, speed, and crew and stow-
age space. Consequently, a type of tank possessing any one or more
of these characteristics to an unusual degree will be below average in
others. For example, a tank carrying extremely thick armor and
heavy armament will be slow and difficult to manuever; and the larger
the caliber of a tank's gun, the fewer rounds of ammunition it can
carry. It is probable that some types of enemy tanks will possess
outstanding characteristics but at the same time will be particularly
vulnerable in some respects. Tank unit personnel must study the
difrerent types of hostile armored vehicles, must learn their respective
strengths and weaknesses, and inust develop techniques to defeat
each type.

d. Tank personnel must be able to determine at a glance whether a
tank is friendly or enemy. This ability will insure that enemy tanks
are engaged immediately and that friendly tanks are not fired on.
All tank unit personnel must be given training in recognition of both
friendly and enemy tanks, as well as other armored vehicles.
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e. Tank' unit personnel also. should be familiar with the enemy's
tank tactics. Knowing how the enemy does a thing often helps in
deciding what he is about to do. It should be remembered, though,
that hostile tactics may change.

57. Tanks in the Antitank Role

a. General. The tank is the primary antitank weapon in the
:irmored division (fig. 34). Other antitank weapons, and passive
measures such as antitank obstacles, are also employed; but the tank
is the principal means for destroying enemy armor.

b. Conduct of Action Against Enemy Armor. In an attack against
enemy armor, tank units use fire, maneuver, and deception to permit
the employment of their weapons at the most effective ranges and from
the most effective positions. All available cover and concealment
must be used; smoke may be employed to blind tbe enemy and to screen
rnovements.

58. Tank Versus Tank-Action

a. Surprise may be attained by rapidly launching an attack against
enemy tank elements wlien and where they least expect to be attacked.
Effective reconnaissance determines where the weakest or least secure
portion of the enemy formation is located.

b. Artillery fire support should be used in conjunction with the
tank attack. This attack usually should be directed against the hostile
flanks. Aggressive maneuvering and accurate fire are combined into
a furious and continuous attack (fig. 35).

(1) Artillery fire breaks up the enemy formations, causes indi-
vidual tanks to button up, and can be used to isolate portions
of the hostile force so that it can be destroyed in detail.

(2) Under favorable conditions, smoke can be highly effective.
However, care must be exercised, because a slight change in
the wind may shift the smoke to the enemy's advantage.

(3) In an attack against enemy tanks, some friendly tank ele-
ments may be employed in an overwatching role to pin down
enemy tanks by direct fire while the remainder of the force
closes with the enemy (fig. 36).

e., Requests should be submitted for airstrikes on enemy tank con-
centrations. These airstrikes should be carefully coordinated with
artillery fires and the attack of the maneuvering force.

d. On occasion, it will be possible for a tank platoon or company
to ambush enemy tanks with flanking fire from covered or concealed
positions. On such occasions, each tank is assigned a definite target.
All tanks open fire together on order (fig. 37). Each tank should-

(1) Get off several aimed shots before the enemy can recover
and return the fire.
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Figure 34. Active utilization oo fire and maneuver by tanksisis the primary

means available to com54anders or destroying hostile armor.
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Figulre 35. Aggressive maneuvering andl acccrate fire, combined with Mire
support from available wceapons, should be used uwhen fighting e tnemy tarnks.
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Figure 36. The commander may employ some of his tanklis to provide fire support
ehíile he maneuvers the bulk of his tanks against the enemy.
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(2) If the zneney tanks are moving across the front, destroy the
rear tanks first; in that way it will take the enemy a few
seconds longer to realize his danger and make it easier to
trap him.

(3) As soon as the first effect of surprise is over, employ fire
and maneuver against the surviving enemy tanks. This part
of the fight must be planned in advance, so that the attack
is immediate and violent.

59. Tank Versus Tank-Weapons and, Ammunition
a. If the guns of the enemy tanks are inferior, the friendly tanks

can keep just beyond their effective range and destroy them. In the
attack of an enemy whose armament is superior, supporting artillery
may fire HE and smoke, and tanks may fire WP, to blind anid confuse
the enemy while the attacking force closes rapidly to effective range
(fig. 38). Fire should be directed at the side or rear of an enemy
tank if possible. If WP is not available, tanks may fire colored
smoke or HE.

b. HVAP or AP-T is fully effective only if it completely penetrates
the enemy armor. Therefore, enemy tanks should whenever possible
be engaged at a range which insures penetration. The sides and
rear of the enenmy tank are weaker than its frontal plates, and can be
penetrated at longer ranges.

c. HE may be effective against the tracks and suspension systems of
enemy tanks at maximum range (fig. 39).

d. WP has a demoralizing effect upon tank crews. It may be em-
ployed to blind individual tanks or to set fire to those that already have
been damaged.

e. HEAT is effective at maximum range in that the penetrating
ability does not decrease with a loss in velocity.

f. If heavy enemy tanks must be engaged at a range which does not
insure penetration, a concentration of fire is placed on each tank to
retard its advance, set it afire, make its fire ineffective, and provide an
opportunity for friendly tanks to maneuver into an advantageous
position. HE, WP, and machine-gun fire harass the crew, force them
to button up, and blind them. AP-T or HVAP may jam the turret
ring or damage the gun itself. While the enemy tanks are being en-
Dgaged with this fire, friendly tanks maneuver close enough to destroy
them.

g. For further discussion, see FM 17-12.

60. Tank Versus Tank-Distribution of Fire
a. If the enemy tanks are superior in number, tanks on the flanks

fire on the enemy's flank tanks and then shift their fire toward the
enemy's center, while center tanks initially fire on the enenmy's center
tanks and then shift their fire to the hostile flanks. This insures that
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BASE OF FIRE

Figure 38. Smnoke may be used to blinld enemy tanks while the attacking force
closes rapidly to effective range, maneuvering to hit the enemny tanks in the
flank or rear if possible.
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Figure 39. Tank gun HE may be effective against tracks arnd siuspension systems.

all hostile tanks are taken under fire and kept under continuous fire.
Another method is to smoke some of the enemy tanks and concentrate
fire on the others.

b. If the enemy is outnumbered, fire should be massed upon his
tanks. This may be accomplished by-

(1) Ordering several friendly tanks to engage each hostile tank
until it is destroyed.

(2) Engaging each enemy tank with one friendly tank, whllile
concentrating the fire of the rest of the friendly tanks on
successive eneiny tanks.

61. Supporting Arms and Weapons in Tank-Versus-Tank
Action

a. Artillery.
(1) Artillery offers a rapid and effective means of smoking enemy

armor.

(2) The fire of light artillery (105-mm) can harass and dis-
organize enemy tank units. It forces them to button up.
It destroys enemy infantry, or forces them to remain beyond
supporting distance of the tanks. Medium artillery (155-
mm) concentrations can damage or destroy tanks.

(3) Th'I'e heavy artillery (8-inch howitzer) and rocket artillery
(Ilonest John), using conventional ammunition, can damage
or destroy enemy tanks. On occasion, against large concen-
trations of enemy tanks, both these weapons could deliver
tactical atomic warheads.
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(4) Artillery fire can be used for sound camouflage to draw the
enemy's attention from the noise of the approach of friendly
tanks.

b. Arnmored Infantry.
(1) Armored infantry ordinarily should not be used in tank-

versus-tank actions, since they are vulnerable if caught in
the open.

(2) Small detachments of armored infantry, armed with rocket
launchers, recoilless rifles, and antitank rifle grenades, may0v operate from strong buildings or tank-proof ground to secure
the flanks of friendly tank units. Such detachments may
even advance on enemy tanks by covered or concealed routes.

(3) Snipers and machine guns may be employed to kill exposed
enemy tank commanders, to destroy the crews of disabled
enemy tanks, and to force tanks to button up.

(4) Armored infantry operate against any enemy infantry and
anti-tank weapons which may be present.

(5) Armored infantry mortars may be employed for smoke
screening missions.

62. Antitank Guns-General
a. Antitank (AT) guns, both self-propelled anl'towed, form part

of nmost defenses and will be encountered in most tank actions.
b. Enemy AT gun positions can be expected to have good fields of

fire, observation, aud cover and concealment. They will be pro-
tected by obstacles and infantry. Guns encountered in open terrain
may be dug in to hedgerows, open fields, clumps of brush, or farm
buildings. Guns in rolling or broken terrain may be in partial
defilade, on reverse slopes, or on hill crests. Both towed and self-
propelled guns may have one or more alternate and supplementary
positions.

e. Antitank guns seldom operate alone. The organization of their
positions usually provides for flanking fire, mutual support, and
defense in depth. Infantry with machine guns and rocket launchers
protect their position from surprise, while mines and obstacles may be
used to canalize friendly tanks into the antitank guns' fields of fire.

(1) Flanking fire must be expected, since the enemy usually
attempts to locate his guns in positions from which they
can fire on the lightly armored sides and rears of passing
tanks.

(2) Mutual support by antitank guns makes it difficult to attack
any one of them without coming under the fire of one or
more of the others. Their combined fire covers all logical
approaches, and they are placed so that they can protect
one another. Each gun usually is able to fire at the side or
rear of a tank attacking another gun (fig. 40).
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Figure 40. Enent antitank defeises u.sautally (re organized in. depth. Tihe first
gun to fire may not be the nearest one.
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d. The antitank defense is flexible. Self-propelled guns shift from
position to position, maneuvering around the emplaced towed guns.

e. Deception is an essential part of antitank defense. A light
gun in the rear of the position may open fire first to draw the tanks
into the flanking fire of heavier forward guns. Guns on reverse slopes
fire into the rear of tanks which have passed their position. Dumnmy
positions may be set up.

63. Attack of Antitank Guns
a. Towed antitank guns are vulnerable to mortar, artillery, and

tank-gun fires as well as attacks by dismounted armored infantrymen.
Self-propelled guns are more difficult to destroy but can be neutralized
by smoke.

b. Direct fire is employed against enemy antitank gun positions
whenever possible. Although it is desirable to attack antitank weap-
ons by maneuvering to their flanks or rear, the maneuvering force
must be careful not to become engaged with other antitank guns
which are mutually supporting with the one being attacked. Smoke
is used to blind hostile gun crews, and HE and machine-gun fire is
used to destroy or neutralize thein (fig. 41). Since enemy antitank
guns are often protected by mines, tanks normally do not overrun
the guns, but destroy them with short-range HE fire (fig. 42). When
covered approaches permit dismounted armored infantry to get close
to the hostile gun, they use rocket launchers and other infantry
weapons against it. Armored infantry also assist by locating enemy
tanks and self-propelled guns and designating them as targets to
the tanks. When unarnmored antitank guns are so positioned that
tanks cannot destroy them, dismounted armored infantry move in,
supported by tank fire, and destroy the crews with infantry weapons
(fig. 43).

c. Tanks engage self-propelled antitank guns as if they were enemy
tanks. Towed guns caught moving are practically helpless. Tanks
immediately destroy them by fire, inachine gunning and overrunning
their crews.

64. Attack of Artillery Positions
a. Enemy artillery positions normally will be encountered imme-

diately in rear of the hostile defensive positions. The destruction
of this artillery materially assists a breakthrough, since the enemy
will attempt to employ it for both direct and indirect artillery fire
against the advancing tanks.

b. Artillery positions are usually protected by antiaircraft artil-
lery, which has a secondary antitank mission.

e. The tank company employs fire and maneuver against enemy
artillery. Towed artillery is at a disadvantage when attacked from
the flanks and rear, or when caught moving. It also is vulnerable to
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the fire of friendly artillery and mortars. Self-propelled artillery
makes a good target for tactical air. Tanks engage self-propelled
artillery as they would enemy tanks, taking advantage of the rela-
tively limited traverse which characterizes most armored artillery.
Enemy heavy artillery, whether self-propelled or towed, is slow and
difficult to maneuver and therefore vulnerable to either tank or in-
fantry assaults.

65. Individual Antitank Measures
Individual antitank measures include all means employed by dis-

mounted soldiers to destroy tanks or their crews. A courageous in-
fantryman, equipped for such action, may be fully as dangerous as
an antitank gun.

a. In a tank-armored infantry attack, the armored infantry pro-
tect the tanks from such measures by machine-gun and rifle fire and
close combat.

b. When the leading element of the attack consists of tanks alone,
one or more of the following methods may be used:

(1) The supporting element watclies the area immediately around
the tanks; machine-gun fire is placed on anything that moves
in their vicinity.

(2) Armored infantry and tanks in the second wave of the ma-
neuvering force place assault fire around the leading tanks.

(3) The advancing tanks use coaxial machine guns to neutralize
possible rocket-launcher positions and to keep foot troops
down and away fronm them. HE may be used against dug-in
personnel. Flamethrowers, if available, are excellent for
this work.

(4) The advancing tanks also protect themselves by adopting a
formation which enables each tank to cover the front or the
flank and rear of another.

(5) The advance of the leading tanks may be covered by artil-
lery air bursts.

Section VII. SECURITY OPERATIONS

66. General
a. Security is a command responsibility. The armor battalion

commander provides for the local security of his unit at all times.
In addition, he contributes to the general security of the larger com-
mand of which his unit is a part, to the extent required by the higher
commander.

b. This overall responsibility of the battalion commander in no
way relieves company commanders, platoon leaders, or vehicle com-
manders from their own responsibility for the local security of their
respective units. In the final analysis, each individual of the bat-
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talion is responsible for his own security and for the security of his
weapons and his vehicle.

e. Security must be all round. Sudden attacks by air, guerrilla,
airborne, or mechanized forces can be expected without prior warn-
ing, even well behind the front. Any delay in meeting these attacks
can result in the destruction of an entire unit.

d. Tank units provide their own local security, even when protected
by other troops. Tank crews must be able to accomplish any type of
security mission successfully, whether in their vehicles or dismounted.

e. The armor battalion commander carefully coordinates his se-
curity measures with those of adjacent and attached units. He is
alert to obtain any information which may assist him, and he
promptly disseminates any information which he may acquire.

67. Types of Security Forces
While on the move, security for the armor battalion is provided by

security forces; by air and ground reconnaissance to the front, flanks,
and rear; by liaison with adjacent units; and by the composition of
the column. Administrative and service elements in the column are
protected by placing combat elements close to them. Depending on
the situation, column security may be provided by one or all of the
following types of security forces (pars. 161-179, FM 17-1).

a. Covering force.
b. Advance guard.
o. Flank guard or guards.
d. Rear guard.

68. Covering Force
a. An armor battalion normally will not be used alone as a covering

force but will be suitably reinforced with armored infantry, armored
cavalry units, engineers, and artillery.

b. A tank company may be employed as part of a larger force on a
covering force mission. A tank company reinforced with armored
infantry may serve as the covering force for a combat command. The
combat actions of a tank company in a covering force mission may be
offensive or defensive. Often a delaying action (pars. 145-157) is
employed. Emphasis is placed on security, use pf long-range fires,
observation, speed of movement, and mobility. Aggressive leader-
ship, control, and prompt flow of information are critical.

69. Tank Company and Platoon-Advance Guard
a. A tank company or company team may form the advance guard

for a battalion task force or a combat command. A tank platoon may
form the advance guard for a company team operating on a seini-
independent mission. However, in the normal situation where the
company team is operating as part of the battalion task force, the
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Figure 44. Typical order of marclh, tank company team as the ad~vance guard
for a battalion task force.

team does not employ a platoon as advance guard, since the main
body commander will have designated an an advance guard for the
entire main body.

b. For a suggested formation for a tank company team emiployed
as the advance guard for a larger force, see figure 44. In each situa-
tion, the factors of METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and
troops available) will dictate the exact formation to be adopted.
Tanks usually lead, in order to get maximum firepower forward.
Armored infantry are kept far enough forward in the column to
enable them to support the leading tank platoon. At night or when
hostile contact is imminent, the advance guard sets the rate of march;
at other times, the advance guard conforms to the rate of the main
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Figure 45. Typical order of march, leading taunk platoon of advance guard.

body. Figure 45 shows a typical order of march for the leading tank
k platoon of an advance guard. Normally the platoon leader's tank5 will be the third tank in column, with one section in front of him

and one section behind him. The platoon sergeant's section may be
in either position.

c. The leading platoon of the advance guard is responsible for its
own all-round security, and there are certain measures that it must
take to provide this security. These security measures are-

(1) All-round observation. In figure 46 it will be noted that the
leading tank does not have a primary sector of observation.
The reason for this is that its commander is busy selecting

DIRECTION OF ADVANCE

Figure 46. All-round observation.
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the detailed route; however, he still observes to the front and
flanks. The second tank is given the primary mission of ob-
serving to the front, the next tank to the right flank, the next
tank to the left flank, and the last tank to the rear.

(2) Maintaining designated intervals and distance. This avoids
bunching up and helps to prevent exposing all tanks of the
platoon to enemy fire at the same time.

(3) All personnel remaining alert and ready for immediate action.
(4) Employing reconnaissance by fire before moving out of a

covered or concealed position and during movement.
(5) Rapid movement forward.
(6) Designating air sentinels to watch for enemy aircraft.

d. When his unit is designated as the advance guard, the tank com-
pany commander or platoon leader should ascertain from the higher
commander the following:

(1) The route or axis of advance of the main body.
(2) The frontage to be covered by the advance guard.
(3) The fire support available from the main body, and the avail-

ability of an artillery forward observer if artillery is included.
(4) Possible assistance from tactical aircraft, and from Army

aircraft along the route.
(5) The mission of the company or platoon upon completion of

its advance guard mission.

(6) The tactical situation, to include both friendly and enemy
information.

e. When advancing on the road, the advance guard normally attacks
directly from march column (pars. 105-108) to destroy enemy forces

~ ] which attempt to impede its advance. A standing operating procedure,
?2 consisting of several simple battle formations, is useful in dealing with

light opposition (fig. 47). This SOP should cover the employment of
artillery or mortar support from the main body.

f. The advance guard commander never allows the greater part of
his force to remain inactive on the road or in the open while the
leading tanks engage the enemy. Instead, he deploys his force rap-
idly, concentrating all available firepower against the hostile force,
and attacks.

g. If the advance guard is unable to overcome enemy resistance
quickly, the main body commander may order the advance guard
to establish a base of fire to cover an attack by the main body. The
attack may be an envelopment, using the advance guard as a pivot,
or a frontal attack, in Nlwhich case the fires of the advance guard are
placed on the objective from positions somewlhat to the flank of the
direction of attack. As the maneuvering force approaches the ob-
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LIMIT OF 3D BOUND

ROUGH TERRAIN
DEMANDING MOVE-
MENT BY BOUNDS
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F4 re 48. When moving across country, the advance guard normally advances

· on line on a broad front in its assigned zone. lWhere the terrain and possible
resence of concealed enemy positions make it necessary, it may move by

bounds, with advancing elements covered by the observation and fire of
other elements.
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jective and the fires of the advance guard become masked, it moves
forward in the assault.

h., Yhen moving across country, the advance guard normally ad-
2a ces in line or wedge formation over a broad front. If thie terrain

is rougli, it may be necessary to move by bounds. Each tank moves
forward in the zone assigned it by the advance guard commander,
taking advantage of available cover and concealment, searching for
indications of hostile activity, and employing reconnaissance by fire
against possible enemy positions (fig. 48). If one of the tanks of
the advance guard meets resistance in its zone, those tanks nearest
it give support by fire. When strong enemy resistance is encoun-
tered, the advance guard commander either requests supporting fires
from the main body and attacks, or requests permission to bypass
the resistance after reporting its location and nature to the main
body commander.

i. A night advance is conducted generally the same as a daylight
advance. However, security detachments of the advance guard are
strengthened, the armored infantry are moved farther forward in the
columil, and distances between elements are shortened. The rate
of advance is slower, and supporting fires are less effective. How-
ever, the possibility of gaining surprise is greatly increased. Partic-
ular care must be taken to establish the required security while effect-
ing passage of defiles.

70. Tank Company and Platoon-Flank Guard

a. The tank company seldom is employed as the flank guard for a
unit smaller than a combat command. The tank platoon may be de-
tailed as the flank guard for a battalion. Frequently, the tank pla-
toon will operate with armored infantry or the battalion scout pla-
toon when performing this mission. When it so operates, the tanks
strike enemy threats discovered by elements performing scouting and
observing functions. Tanks also may be used to cover roadblocks in
conjunction with dismounted elements of the flank guard.

b. When the road net permits, the flank guard moves parallel to
the main body. It sends out elements to observation posts and to
commanding terrain along the route of advance (fig. 49). When no
parallel road net exists and cross-country movement is difficult, the
flank guard secures the flank by operating from the main body. Ele-
ments are sent out to occupy and hold critical terrain features (block-
ing positions) along the route of march. These elements use the
leapfrog or marching method of movement (par. 169, FM 17-1).

c. Army aircraft are used as aerial observation posts. This enables
a tank unit acting as a flank guard to cover more area and reduces the
requirement for ground observation posts.
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71. Tank Company and Platoon-Rear Guard'

a. During an advance, a tank platoon is capable of acting as the
rear guard for a battalion task force. In a withdrawal, at least a
tank company team will be required to perform this mission.

b. In a withdrawal, the rear guard engages the enemy in order to
cover the disengagement of the main body. Usually the rear guard
retires by bounds, basing its rate of retirement on that of the main
body. It must not allow itself to be driven in on the main body.
The rear guard normally employs a delaying action (pars. 145-157).
The vehicular guns of the rearmost vehicles are trained to the rear.
While his main concern usually is to the rear, the commander of the
rear guard is also responsible for his security to the front and flanks.
When counterattacking, the rear guard commander must remember
that he cannot expect help from the main body, except for fire sup-
port from artillery or mortars. The rear guard does not withdraw,
except in accordance with prearranged plans, until the main body
coimmander authorizes it to do so. The rear guard destroys all ma-
teriel which cannot be evacuated. Engineer elements with the rear
guard are employed to execute demolitions and to install minefields
and other obstacles in order to delay the enemy advance.

72. The Tank Company on a General Security Míssion
A tank company may be assigned the mission of providing the

entire outpost for a larger unit, or it may occupy one sector of the
general outpost.

a. The tank company commander allocates and assigns outpost
sectors of responsibility to his platoons, although he may hold out
one platoon as a reserve. Any armored infantry attached to the tank
company are grouped with the tank platoons as the situation and
terrain may require. A tank platoon outpost in rolling ground nor-
mnally requires less armored infantry protection than does an outpost
in broken or heavily wooded terrain. Once the platoons have organ-
ized their respective sectors, the company commander coordinates
their dispositions, making any necessary adjustments.

(1) The tank company commander and the artillery forward
observer plan for artillery support. Mortar concentrations
are prepared to cover possible avenues of enemy approach.

(2) A system of patrols maintains contact between the outposts.
The company commander should inspect each outpost
periodically.

b. At night, outposts take up positions which are closer to the
main body than those they occupy during the day. The tank com-
pany commander must carefully coordinate the movement of his
platoons from the day positions to the night positions.
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c. If attacked, outpost positions are defended with all available
weapons, including artillery supporting fires. Estimated strength,
composition, and actions of the enemy are reported to higher head-
quarters. If the situation requires such action, the tank company
commander counterattacks with his reserves.

73. The Tank Platoon on Outpost Mission
a. The tank platoon leader receives the general location of the

outposts, and the limits of his sector, from his company commander.
He makes as detailed a reconnaissance as time permits before moving
his platoon to a temporary position in his general area of responsi-
bility. Once there, he makes a rapid dismounted reconnaissance to
locate exact outpost positions for each tank (fig. 50).

DAY POSITION

SUPPORT AND

[MAIN BODY

Figure 51. For daytime positions, fields of fire, observation, cover and conceal-
ment, and the presence of natural obstacles are all desirable. At night, tanks
shouíld be drawn in closer, occupying their new positiens before dark if
possible.

b. The outposts are placed on the best defensive ground available,
to cover likely routes of enemy approach. For daytime positions,
fields of fire, observation, cover and concealment, and the presence of
natural obstacles are all desirable, in the order given. At night, tanks
should be drawn in closer. They should occupy their new positions
before dark unless the enemy has good observation of the area (fig. 51).

c. After selecting a primary position, each tank commander selects
alternate and supplementary positions and reconnoiters satisfactory
routes to them. Range cards are prepared for each position. A good
range card must be complete, simple, and easily read. Two of the
range cards which meet this basic requirement are the circular and
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the sketch range cards (figs. 52 and 53). For details, see FM 17-12.
Roadblocks may be improved by using felled trees, farm implements,
abandoned vehicles, or antitank mines. Roadblocks should be cov-
ered by tank and armored infantry fires. Two or more sentries should
be posted at each block, to warn friendly troops of the location of
any mines employed in its defense and to halt and arrest suspicious

FRONT

(L) 0 (R)

Ii. \REAR

Figure 52. Circular range card.

persons. Fhese sentiglre 5a. the mission of any friendly recon-
naissance units passing through the roadblocks, and explain the local
situation to them if necessary.

d. The platoon leader establishes observation posts (listening posts
at night) to the front of each of his outposts. Each outpost normally
consists of a section of tanks supported by armored infantry. If no
armored infantry are teamed with the tank platoon, one man is dis-
mounted from each tank to serve as sentinel and observer. The pla-
toon leader also establishes contact with adjacent friendly units.

e. In order to insure hits on enemy personnel or vehicles advancing
on roads when observation is poor, tanks should be sited to fire down
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the roads. Daytime positions can be at some distance to a flank, where
hostile forces are less likely to suspect their presence.

f. If an armored infantry unit is teamed with the tank platoon, a
part of it may form one or more outposts on terrain which would be
difficult or impassable for the tanks. If this is done, the platoon
leader arranges to support the armored infantry with the fire of at
least one section of his tanks.

g. As soon as his sector is organized, the platoon leader reports his
exact dispositions to his company commander, submitting a sketch

Figure 53. Sketch range card.

whenever possible. 1le requests artillery or mortar concentrations to
cover routes the enemy may use and any gaps in his coverage of his
front.

h. If the enemy attacks, the observation posts give warning and
maintain contact with the enemy if forced to withdraw. The platoon
leader reports the situation, calls for supporting fires, and holds his
position. If the enemy force is small, he may ambush or counter-
attack it. He holds his outpost position until relieved or ordered to
withdraw.

74. Employment of Patrols

a. Patrols are small tactical units employed to gain information and
to insure security (FM 21-75). Tank units seldom act as patrols.
Their tankers should be employed to man tlie tanks. A tank cannot
be used where stealth is desired. In some fast-moving, fluid situa-
tions, tank units can be used to advantage in patrols, for example,
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when it is necessary to establish physical liaison with an adjacent unit
and the area to be moved through contains enermy forces. Tank units
participating in patrol actions should be tactically self-sufficient and
prepared to engage in combat operations to accomplislh their mission.

b. When tank units are employed in patrols, they should be accom-
panied by arxmored infantry.

G. Tanks on patrol must not beconime roadbound. Crew members
should be prepared to dismount and reconnoiter critical areas on foot.
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CHAPTER 3

OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

75. General
All aspects of offensive operations by small armor units are covered

in FM 17-1; therefore, this chapter is abbreviated in scope and sub-
ject coverage. It deals primarily with the tactics and techniques of
offensive operations at tank company and platoon level.

76. The Armor Battalion in the Offense, General
a. The armor battalion may conduct offensive actions without at-

tachmients or as a battalion task force, normally as part of a combat
command. The higher headquarters assigns the mission or missions;
designates the axis of advance, zone, or frontage; designates support-
ing and attached units; and fixes the time of attack.

b. The tank company attacks as part of the armor battalion either
to destroy the enemy directly or to inflict such damage upon the
enemy that he will be forced to surrender. The tank company com-
mander formulates his plan based upon the battalion attack order.
Tlhis usually means that the tank company, in order to accomplish
its task of destroying the enemy, will attack a physical objective, such
as a critical terrain feature which is important to the overall scheme
of maneuver, or a communication center. Once the company objec-
tive has been designatedl, the coordinated efforts of the entire com-
pany are directed toward attacking, seizing, andcl securing that ob-
jective, and preparingi to continue the attack.

77. Distribution of Forces in the Attack
The attacking force usually employs two elements, the maneuver-

ing force and the base of fire (pars. 240-243, FM 17-1).

Section II. PREPARATION FOR THE ATTACK

78. Armor Batt9 lipn
The commander of the armor battalion receives his mission from

a hligher commander, who also designates the units to be attached
and support to be made available. The battalion coinmander makes

437817°-57--6
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a personal reconnaissance and an estimate of the situation. He then
plans his attack and briefs the attached units. These steps are as
detailed as the time and enemy situation will allow. Often, in fast-
moving, fluid situations, these actions must be completed in a com-
paratively short period of time. His plan of attack includes support-
ing fires by both the artillery and the battalion support weapons and
provides for the use of tactical air, if available. He then issues the
order to the key personnel of the battalion. He often takes two or
more of these steps concurrently and uses members of his staff to
work out many of the details.

79. Elements of the Battalion Plan of Attack
Upon receipt of the plan of attack, or attack order, from higher

headquarters, the battalion commander begins to formulate his plan
of attack. The plan of attack includes the plan of maneuver and the
fire-support plan (par. 260, FM 17-1).

80. Tank Company and Platoon-Preparation for the Attack
a. The tank company may attack as a company or as a tank com-

pany team of a battalion task force. The battalion order assigns the
company mission and designates the supporting and attached units,
along with other pertinent details that the company commander must
know in order to accomplish the mission.

b. Before an attack, the tank company may assemble in an area
designated by the battalion commander. Here detailed preparations
for the attack are completed (pars. 226-232 and 244-258, FM 17-1).
When the tank company attacks from march column to exploit a
situation, it normally moves directly into the attack without occupy-
ing an assembly area. However, if time and the enemy situation
permit, the tank company will use an assembly area, an attack posi-
tion, and a line of departure, and will designate an axis of supply and
evacuation, in executing an attack on a designated objective. On
occasion-for example, when the unit is planning a surprise daylight
attack-it may be advisable for the assault units to move into a com-
bination assembly area and attack position during darkness. Here
they make combat groupings and refuel, conduct maintenance, and
resupply, then launch the attack (fig. 54).

c. Normally, while the company is preparing for the attack, the
company commander joins the battalion commander to receive the
attack order. He usually takes with him the individuals necessary
to plan the attack, including a messenger. The executive officer
normally remains with the company and makes certain that the unit
is ready for combat. All vehicles and weapons are inspected, com-
pany radio nets are checked (unless listening silence is in effect),.
and the necessary resupply of ammunition, fuel and lubricants, and
rations is accomplished. If the company is attached to another unit,
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Figure 5j.. Tank company leam attack.
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the company commander contacts the commander of that unit. Com-
manders of any units or elements attached to the tank company will
contact the company commander. It must be borne in mind, how-
ever, that the application of these techniques to all attacks is limited
by the time available for preparation and planning the attack.

81. Company Commander's Actions Prior to Attack
The tank company commander's preparations for the attack nor-

mally consist of coordination with units of other arms, planning and
making a reconnaissance, making an estimate of the situation, form-
ing a plan of attack, issuing his oral attack order, and moving the
company to the attack position. At all times he actively supervises
the execution of preparations and orders.

82. Coordination With Other Units Prior to Attack
a. Coordination begins as soon as the composition of the various

teams of combined arms is announced by the battalion commander.
The unit commanders involved immediately contact the commanders
of the company teams to which they are attached and make all neces-
sary preliminary arrangements concerning communication, transpor-
tation, supplies, liaison, and reconnaissance.

b. Further coordination is accomplished during the reconnaissance.
If the attack is to be made through friendly infantry, the tank com-
pany commander, as directed by the battalion commander, contacts
the infantry commander in his zone and coordinates the details of his
passage through the infantry position (pars. 307-309, FM 17-1).

c. All tank company personnel, as well as attached armored in-
fantry or engineer units, are oriented concerning the plan of support-
ing arms and weapons. Every man should know what the other ele-
ments of the combined-arms team are going to do and when they
are to do it.

83. Reconnaissance Prior to Attack
a. Planning the Reconnaissance. After receiving the attack order,

the tank company commander initiates and coordinates reconnaissance
within his unit and attached units. The reconnaissance is planned
from a map in order to save time and to insure covering critical
terrain features during the actual ground reconnaissance. The tank
company commander makes this map study in conjunction with the
attached unit commanders and his artillery forward observer.

b. Mfaking the Reconn~aissance. The tank company commander,
platoon leaders, and artillery forward observer reconnoiter together
whenever the situation permits (fig. 55). They select a vantage point
from which they can observe the area over which the team is to attack.
They also pay particular attention to their attack position and the
routes from the attack position to the line of departure.
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84. Estimate of the Situation
See paragraphs 91 through 93, FM 17-1.

85. Company Plan of Attack
Following the ground reconnaissance and the estimate of the situa-

tion, the tank company commander develops his plan of attack in
conjunetion with the platoon leaders and the artillery forward ob-
server. He has decided, from his estimate of the situation, which
course of action will best enable his company to accomplish its as-
signed mission. The plan of attack will include the who, what, when,
w.here, and possibly how and why details of the company's actions in
carrying out the assigned mission. In developing the plan of attack,
the company commander should consider exactly how he will organize
and maneuver his force to accomplish the mission, and also how he
can best utilize the available supporting fires (par. 260, FM 17-1).

86. Organization of the Company Team for Attack
a. In developing his plan of attack, the company commander should

insure that the team of combined arms is organized to maintain the
tactical integrity of units to the maximum degree. As an example,
when an armored rifle platoon is attached to a tank company, it should
operate as a complete unit under its commander. The attached ar-
mored rifle p]atoon leader will, in this case, take his orders from the
tank company commander, and then will issue orders to his platoon.

b. Normally, it is undesirable to reduce elements of the combined-
arms teams below the size of platoon. It is as undesirable to split
up armored rifle platoons as it is to split up tank platoons. It is
undesirable to split up a tank company reinforced with an armored
rifle platoon into subteams of tank platoons and rifle squads, except
in such cases as the following:

(1) When operating in extremely close country, such as thick
woods or jungle, where visual contact between dismounted
personnel and tanks is extremely difficult and the ability to
support each other is thereby affected.

(2) When forming march outposts or similar small security
teams.

c. For additional discussion of organization for combat, see para-
graphs 29 through 35, this manual, and paragraphs 47 and 48, FM
17-1.

87. Choice of Elements to Lead the Attack
See paragrapli 272, FM 17-1.

88. The Attack Order
See paragraph 273, FM 17-1.
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89. Movement to Attack Position
See paragraph 274, FM 17-1.

90. Actions in the Attack Position
a. Armor offensive operations normally contemplate occupation of

the attack position for the shortest possible time; units preferably
move through, deployed in combat formation, without halting. If,
however, events force the unit to remain in the attack position for an
appreciable period, the following should be accomplished under super-
vision of the company commander and platoon leaders-

(1) Establish local security and make maximum use of cover
and concealment.

(2) Make final check of the unit, to include formation.
(3) Make last-minute changes if required.
(4) Issue last-minute orders.
(5) Report readiness to higher commander.

b. Each tank commander must insure that his tank is in the best
I possible condition before moving out. It is essential that each tank

:, <be fully supplied with fuel, lubricants, ammunition, and emergency
rations and that it have no mechanical difficulties.

c. The actions of the tank commander in the attack position in-
clude-

(1) Directing the tank into position.
(2) Making final check on the crew and receiving their reports

on the condition of the tank.
(3) Receiving any last-minute changes in orders and orienting

the crew on such changes.
(4) .Insuring that the crew members remain alert and that se-

curity is established.
(5) Reporting readiness to platoon sergeant or platoon leader.

d. The actions of the other members of the tank crew in thc at acki
position include-

(1) Making last-minute checks on vehicle and equipment.
(2) Correcting all minor deficiencies.
(3) Providing security for the tankl as directed by the tank

commander.
(4) Reporting readiness to tank commander when equipment

check aud preparations are complete.

Section III. CONDUCT OF THE ATTACK

91. Fire and Movement in the Attack
Fire and movement is a technique employed by and within the

maneuvering force to advance on the objective (par 276, FM 17-1).
Tank companies fight by fire and movement. Fire neutr.alizes, de-
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moralizes, and destroys those enemy forces it can reach. Movement
brings this firepower into new and more advantageous positions,
from which it extends and completes its work of destruction. Ex-
amples of fire and movement, as they apply to the tank company team
(supported by elements of the batta]lion), are shown in figure 56.

92. Battle Reconnaissance

a. General. Battle reconnaissance is made by all elements of the
command. All commanders are alert to report information con-
cerning-

(1) Location of antitank weapons, mines, and obstacles.
(2) Changes in location of friendly troops.
(3) Progress of the attack.
(4) Avenues of approach to the objective.
(5) Changes in enemy dispositions.
(6) Arrival of enemy reinforcements.
(7) Enemy air and tank attacks.
(8) Probable direction of enemy counterattacks.

b. Reconnaissance by Fire.
(1) An attacking tank unit is frequently able to develop the

situation and obtain a degree of security and protection from
surprise by use of reconnaissance by fire. Leading elements
fire into the general areas where enemy positions may be sus-
pected in an attempt to cause the enemy to disclose his pres-
ence by movement or return of fire (figs. 57 and 58).

(2) Reconnaissance by fire is not conducted until the attack has
been launched, otherwise the attacking unit would prema-
turely disclose its position together with its probable inten-
tion of attacking. However, during the attack, both assault
and support elements make liberal use of fire to locate and
neutralize suspected enemy weapons.

c. Army Aircraft. Air observers can report the progress of the
attack, hostile reactions to the attack, location of obstacles and anti-
tank weapons, and indications of hostile tank counterattacks. They
must be particularly alert for hostile counterattacks during reorgani-
zation. By monitoring the aircraft radio transmissions, commanders
immediately obtain current information.

93. Methods of Movement in Attack

Whenever possible, tanks advance in mass. They proceed to the
objective as rapidly as possible. Rapid movement to the objective
and continuous supporting fire on the objective shorten the time of
exposure to enemy fire and lessen the tank and personnel casualties.
The advance may be made by successive bounds or alternating bounds
(par. 278, FM 17-1).
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94. Employment of the Maneuvering Force in the Attack
a. The maneuvering force advances rapidly, firing all of its weap-

ons as soon as it is within effective range. Tanks fire on every sus-
pected enemy position without seeking defilade or waiting for specific
targets, which seldom are visible during an assault (par. 277, FM
17-1).

b. Tank units are distributed in depth throughout the battalion
maneuvering force to meet enemy counterattacks against its flanks,
to destroy any hostile forces which may have remained hidden until
the leading tanks passed them, and to add overall depth to the attack.
This depth usually is not found within the company proper, since the
company normally will assault the objective in a deployed formation
as part of the battalion mianeuvering force.

c. For a discussion of methods and techniques of employing tanks
and armored infantry in the attack, see paragraphs 286 and 289,
FM 17-1.

95. Employment of Supporting Fires in the Attack
a. The base of fire continues to fire on the objective as long as

necessary. Artillery airbursts may be placed over tanks and mounted
armored infantry for their protection until such time as the armored
infantry are required to dismount.

b. Supporting fires are lifted prior to the time the armored in-
fantry with the maneuvering force dismount on the objective, unless
specifically requested and adjusted by forward observers with the
armored infantry.

e. When the uncommitted portion of the command initially sup-
ports by fire, it moves forward according to a prearranged plan or
on the order of the higher commander. Artillery and mortars dis-
place forward to new positions from which they can continue to sup-
port the assault by fire.

96. Actions of Company Leaders in the Attack
a. A tank platoon leader with the manuevering force controls his

unit in the attack on the objective. While maintaining his platoon's
place within the maneuvering force, he will vary the platoon forma-
tion to meet changes in the situation confronting him. His major
concern is to push the attack.

b. The platoon leader's tank is a fighting vehicle constituting 20
percent of the platoon's firepower. The platoon normally fights as
a unit with the platoon leader directing the action of his five tanks;
his tank is not just a platoon headquarters. When the platoon fights
in sections, one section of two tanks is normally controlled by the
platoon sergeant; the other section is controlled by the platoon leader.
The platoon leader still exercises command over the entire platoon.
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While the platoon leader fights his tank, he has two constant con-
siderations: He must not become so involved in fighting his own
tank that he forgets to control the action of the whole platoon; and
his actions must not indicate to the enemy that his is a command
tank. When the platoon leader is fully occupied in fighting the
platoon as a whole, he can assign his gunner a sector of fire, with the
gunner firing at about the same rate as the rest of the tanks. He
should not unnecessarily move his tank between sections; instead,
he takes a position within the platoon where he can best control and
influence the action. This serves to some extent to deceive the enenmy
as to who is the platoon leader.

(1) The platoon leader observes in all directions, noting any
evidences of enemy activity and the progress of other friendly
units.

(2) He keeps his company commander informed of tlie terrain
and enemy resistance encountered, reporting any change in
the situations.

(3) Upon meeting strong resistance or targets which his tanks
cannot engage effectively, he requests supporting fires through
his company commander. He adjusts artillery and mortar
fire if a forward observer is not available.

e. (1) A tank company commander with the maneuvering force like-
wise controls the advance of his platoons. He keeps his bat-
talion commander advised of all changes in the situation. He
obtains artillery and mortar support through the artillery
and mortar forward observers with his company, either on
his own initiative upon encountering heavy resistance or on
the request of a platoon leader. Similarly, airstrikes may be
requested through the forward air controller.

(2) Formation in the attack must be changed frequently to meet
changing situations.

d. The actions of the tank coinmaniider in the conduct of the attack
include-

(1) Directing the movement of the tank in a sound tactical manner.
(2) Directing the fire of the tank weapons.
(3) Maintaining contact with the platoon leader (visual or radio).
(4) Making constant battle reconnaissance.
(5) Keeping the platoon leader informied of the situation.

97. Cond'uct of the Assault on the Objective
See paragraph 281, FM 17-1.

98. Actions on the Objective-General
See paragraph 282, FM 17-1.
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99. Consolidation of the Objective
As soon as leading elenients of the assaulting forces hit the objective,

the following actions are taken with the greatest possible speed to
destroy remaining enemy resistance, to prepare to move to dispersed
locations to avoid presenting an atomic target, or to continue the
attack on order.

a. The leading tanks take up deployed positions from which they
can dominate the objective and destroy visible enemy weapons and
personnel by fire (fig. 59). Tank commanders may employ hand
grenades against dug-in enemy troops where the use of the tank guns
might endanger friendly troops. If enemy tank hunters are quite
active, the leading tank unit commander may request artillery air
bursts over his position until friendly armored infantry arrive on the
objective (fig. 60). Both tanks and armored infantry should keep off
the sky line, and tanks must not cruise around aimlessly.

b. As he arrives on the objective, each tank platoon leader goes to
lis assigned sector and takes up a position where he can regain visual
contact with, and full control of, his platoon. As the remaining
tanks of his unit arrive, he establishes local security, posting observers
to give warning of any enemy activity and contacting friendly units
on his right and left (fig. 61). The company takes immediate action
to-

(1) Hold the objective against enemy counterattack. The sub-
ordinate units' security measures are coordinated to provide
for all-round observation and defense. Tanks are stationed
to cover the logical avenues of enemy approach. The armored
infantry organize a hasty defensive position. Through the
artillery forward observers, arrangements are made for the
supporting fires necessary to protect the newly captured
positions.

(2) Continue the attack. The tank company commander makes
a map and visual reconnaissance of the terrain between him
and the next objective, and issues any fragmentary orders
that may be necessary. WVhenever necessary, guides are sent
back to meet the supply trucks, company maintenance sec-
tions, and medical personnel. No action will be taken, how-
ever, which will interfere with immediate preparations for
continuing the attack.

c. Troops on the objective continue to organize and improve their
defensive positions until ordered to continue their advance. Measures
to be employed against enemy counterattacks are determined before
the attack and are included as part of the attack order.
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100. Reorganization on the Objective
a. Reorganization must be rapid but thorough. Each tank com-

mander reports his losses, ammunition expenditure, fuel status, and
vehicle condition to his platoon leader, who consolidates this informa-
tion for the company commander. He, in turn, reports to the bat-
talion commander. These reports must be rendered as soon as possi-
ble, since they contain information needed in subsequent planning
and orders.

b. If personnel losses are heavy enough to make such action neces-
sary, tank crewmembers are reassigned. The crewmembers of any
tanks which were disabled during the attack report forward to the
objective, where they replace casualties.

c. Ammunition from disabled tanks may be divided among the
others, particularly when resupply is likely to be delayed or difficult.
The comnpany maintenance section, following behind the advancing
tanks, makes such repairs as the time available will allow.

101. Exploitation-General
The exploiting force pushes vigorously to reach the objective with the

2C I cess of battle, taking full advantage of the enemy's disorganized state
fto drive deep into his rear and complete his destruction and defeat.

/ 2- The exploiting force pushes vigorously to reach the objective with the
maximum force in the shortest possible time. Objectives deep in the
enemy rear normally are assigned to exploiting forces. Pursuit is a
phase of exploitation which has as its object the destruction or capture
of enemy forces. See,paragraphs 294 through 306, FM 17-1.

102. Organization of an Armor Battalion Task Force on an
Exploitation

The armor battalion task force must be so organized as to permit
rapid deployment into attack formations from march column. Ele-
ments in the column must be so grouped that appropriate companies
or teams are ready for the type of employment expected. The task
force commander bases the task organization and order of march on
the troops available, the enemy situation, the terrain, and the road
space required for each subordinate element. The order of march
must correspond to the order of anticipated employment (fig. 62).

103. Conduct of Exploitation by an Armor Battalion
In the conduct of an exploitation, combat action by the armor bat-

talion will consist most frequently of short engagements launched
from march column. When resistance is encountered which cannot
be quickly overcome, the battalion either launches a coordinated attack
or bypasses the resistance. A unit bypasses only with the permission
of the next higher commander; this permission may be included in
the mission.
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104. Tank Company in Exploitation
The tank company normally is used as part of a larger exploiting

force. However, when suitably reinforced with armored infantry, it
is capable of limited inlependent action, such as reducing isolated
strongpoints, seizing and holding critical defiles or key bridges, or
acting as a flank guard. The tank company team may be used as the
advance guard for a battalion task force on exploitation.

105. Attack From March Column-General
The attack from march column differs from the coordinated attack

in that there is no time for elaborate preparations, such as detailed
reconnaissance and deliberate planning. Instead, the tank unit must
attack swiftly and in mass, obtaining the full effect of shock action
with a minimum of delay. An attack from march column may occur
during exploitation, pursuit, or a counterattack against a deep enemy
penetration. An attack from march column demands speed and
aggressiveness. The initiative must be seized and retained. Lacking
specific orders, the company commander or the platoon leader takes
whatever action he believes is required to carry out his assigned
mission.

106. Attack From March Column Against Light Resistance
a. During pursuit and exploitation, there are numerous occasions

when, because of surprise or inferiority of numbers or armament, the
enemy cannot offer serious resistance. Coluinns of trucks or horse-
drawn vehicles, towed antitank guns and artillery, infantry or horse
cavalry in close formations, bivouacs, supply installátions, and com-
mand posts are all profitable objectives.

b. Figure 63 shows an attack from march column by the leading
tank platoon against light resistance. The leading. section deploys
and immediately takes the enemy position under fire. The platoon
leader moves forward, makes a quick estimate of the situation, and
plans his attack. All information pertaining' to the situation is
immediately reported to the company commander.' The -platoon
leader orders the leading section to continue to fire' on the enemy
position. He then maneuvers his other section to the flank of the
enemy position. Thus the platoon either overcomes the resistance
with its organic weapons or develops the situation and reports to the
advance guard commander in order that the remainder: of the com-
pany may be employed if necessaly tooovercome the resistance.

107. Attack Froin March Column Against Heavy Resistance
a. If the enemy resistance is so heavy.and stubborn that the leading

elements can make little progress, the higher commander may rein-
force these elements, change the direction of their advance, or put an
alternate plan of ittack into effect. When casúalties are heavy, the
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Figure 64. Attack from nmarclb columnl against heavy resistance.

leading elements. may have to halt in a covered position, reorganize,
and then continue to attack. This must be avoided unless absolutely
necessary, since it too frequently presents the enemy with a stationary
target.

b. Figure 64 shows an attack from march column by a tank com-
pany team against heavy resistance. Since the leading tank platoon
was unable to overcome the resistance, it continued to develop the
situation and reported the disposition and strength of the enemy
to the company commander. The leading platoon, in this case, pro-
vides the time required for the deployment of the remainder of the
team. The company commnander has the leading platoon continne
to fire from its deployed position while the remainder of the team
maneuvers. Artillery and mortar fire are requested to support this
type operation. Forwvad observers are usually present with the team,
and the fires of the artillery and 4.2-inch mortar platoon are included
in the plan of attack. The higher commlander may order the re-
sistance to be bypassed, and the team may be required to block or hold
the enemy for the maneuver of the battalion. In a situation where
the resistance is to be bypassed, the order to bypass must come from
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the battalion commander or the next higher authority. If the leading
platoon leader or team commander desires to bypass resistance, he
must obtain permission from the battalion commander.

108. Attack From March Column-Reduction of a Roadblock
a. Most roadblocks will be located at narrow defiles where maneu-

ver is difficult and will normally be defended by antitank guns,
mines, and automatic weapons. The leading tank platoon leader
makes a quick estimate and seeks to envelop the roadblock by em-
ploying the basic principle of fire and movement. All possible fire
is at once brought to bear on the roadblock and its defenders. If
tank maneuver is not possible, he deploys, takes defenses of the road-
block under fire, and reports to the company commander. In many
cases armored infantry along with any accompanying engineers will
be required to reduce the roadblock, with the tanks supporting by
fire (FM 17-20). In addition, artillery and mortar fire support
will be requested. No attempt should be made to overrun an ob-
stacle with tanks; it may be mined and boobytrapped. Once the
actual task of removing any barriers at the roadblock commences,
tanks and tank dozers may be used to advantage to remove bulky
objects such as logs.

b. Figure 65 shows an attack of a roadblock by a tank company
team. The leading platoon was proceeding along the road in column.

Figure 65. Attack from march eolumnn to reduce a roadblock.
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When it approached the stream, it encountered a roadblock which
was covered by antitank guns and automatic weapons. The pla-
toon immediately deployed off the road and took the enemy positions
under fire. The platoon leader made a quick estimate, determined
that he could not move forward, and reported to the company com-
mander. In this instance, the terrain prevents the tanks from
enveloping the enemy position; they support by fire, along with
available mortars and artillery, the maneuver of the armored rifle
platoon. The armored rifle platoon maneuvers through the woods
and closes with the enemy. The tanks and artillery then lift or shift
their fires according to a prearranged plan. Once the enemy is either
destroyed or dispersed, the armored rifle platoon and any supporting
engineers remove the roadblock and the company continues on its
mission.

Section IV. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN OFFENSIVE
ACTION

109. General
See chapter 8, FM 17-1, for a discussion of considerations peculiar

to the following:
a. Night attacks (pars. 310-318).
b. Attack of a fortified area (pars. 320-322).
c. Attack of a built-up area (pars. 323-329).
d. Attack of a defile (pars. 330 andcl 331).
e. Attack in woods (pars. 332-337).
f. Attack of a river ]ine (pars. 338-342).
g. Minefield breaching (pars. 343-34,.).

104c-/ / / Id
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CHAPTER 4

DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL
1 10. General

a. There are two basic types of defense: mobile defense and posi-
tion defense. In addition, armor units frequently employ the
perimeter defense, in which they use techniques of both mobile de-
fense and position defense (ch. 9, FM 17-1).

b. The commander organizes and conducts the defense through
application of basic considerations which are discussed in paragraph
350, FM 17-1.

(1) Proper utilization of the terrain.
(2) Security.
(3) Mutual support.
(4) Defense in depth.
(5) All-round defense.
(6) Fire-support plan.
(7) Strengthening of defensive area.
(8) Flexibility.
(9) Maximum use of offensive action.
(10) Maximum dispersion against atomic attack consistent

with the mission.

111. The Armored Division Armor Battalion, 90-rnm, in the
Mobile Defense

The armor battalion will normally be part of a larger unit which
is conducting the mobile defense. It may be part of the fixing forces
in the forward defensive area, form all or part of the striking force
for a higher command, or, on occasion, act as the security force.
When the battalion is conducting the mobile defense independently,
it wiii esa'blish its own security force, nxngmg orces, aid striking
force.

112. The Armor Battalion in Position Defense
The armor battalion normally should not be assigned a sector to

defend in the position defense. In this type of defense, the armor
battalion can best be employed as a reserve for a higher command.
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113. The Armor Battalion in Perimeter Defense
The purpose of perimeter defense is primarily self-protection.

It normally is conducted by armor units acting independently or
when separated from friendly forces. The armor battalion may
participate in the perimeter defense as part of a combat command.

Section II. ORGANIZATION OF THE DEFENSE

114. Organization of the Ground for Defense
Measures for increasing the effects of fire and movement take

precedence over all other work in the defense. The ground is or-
ganized to assist in bringing accurate fire on the enemy while avoid-
ilg his fires, and to impede enemy movement while facilitating that
of friendly elements. Every effort is made to take advantage of
natural cover and concealment. Camouflage is used where neces-
sary, with emphasis given to concealment from the air. Normal
priority of work is-

a. Preparation of counterattack routes.
b. Preparation of defensive positions.
e. Strengthening the defensive position.
d. Preparation of routes for resupply and evacuation.
e. Establishment of a communication system, with emphasis on

warning of enemy approach.

115. Preparation of Counterattack Routes
See paragraph 358, EFM 17-1.

116. Preparation of Defensive Position
a. The battalion commander assigns defensive positions to his

companies or company teams. Each company commander then
reconnoiters his assigned sector and, on the basis of that reconnais-
sance and all available additional information, locates his platoon
in such a manner as to cover avenues of approach into his sector.
Successive reconnaissances by lower unit commanders finally result
in fixing the exact distribution of the smallest units and their weap-
ons (fig. 66).

b. As soon as the position is occupied, each unit improves its posi-
tion. It clears fields of fire where necessary. However, widespread
clearing may disclose the location of the position. Tanks are placed
in hull defilade, and emplacements are dug for crew-served weapons.
Obstacles are constructed across logical avenues of enemy approach
(fig. 67).

c. Each tank position should possess good observation, fields of
fire, concealment, and cover, and should be easily accessible. These
positions should have natural protection from enemy fire. Positions
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should not be selected close to landmarks or to such objects as lone
trees or chimneys, on which the enemy artillery is likely to place
fire. Routes between positions are selected, marked, and, if neces-
sary, improved.

d. Range cards are prepared for all positions. When time permits,
tank commanders and gunners reconnoiter the terrain within range
of their weapons, actually measuring ranges to selected reference
points along probable routes of enemy advance. This tends to insure
that effective fire can be delivered in smoke, darkness, and fog. The
tank platoon leader may request the extension or modification of arti-
ficial obstacles in his sector, to better protect his positions and to force
the advancing enemy under the flanking fire of his tank guns. /,,t - /

e. Armoreli miantry, erectin any necessary camouflage to conceal
their activity, dig in, citing their weapons to establish interlocking
bands of fire, prepared to fight in any direction.

f. Command posts, mortars, and service units are normally incor-
porated within the defensive positions for protection. They should
be located in concealed, defiladed positions. The armored personnel
carriers are not sent back to assembly areas but are integrated into
the all-round defense of the position. The armored personnel carriers
provide mobility, increased means of radio communication, and com-
bat supply and evacuation. Their caliber .50 machine guns provide
additional firepower for the defense.

g. For further discussion, see paragraph 359, FM 17-1.

117. Strengthening the Defensive Position
1 See paragraph 360, FM 17-1.
:: /. s 5 : /. ,7-/ .

118. Preparation of Routes for Resupply and Evacuation
See paragraph 362, FM 17-1.

119. Command and Control in Defense
See paragraph 363, FM 17-1.

120. Fire Planning in Defense
See paragraph 364, FM 17-1.

Section III. MOBILE DEFENSE

121. General
Elements of the mobile defense consist of security forces, fixing

forces, and the striiking force. An armor battalion may participate
in mobile defense as all or part of any of these elements.

122. Armor Battalion as a Security Force
WlThen an armored division is conducting a mobile defense, the divi-

sion's armored cavalry squadron normally is assigned the security
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force mission. If the situation requires, however, an armor battalion
task force may be assigned this mission. To accomplish such a mis-
sion, the armor battalion must be reinforced with armored infantry
and engineers, and must be supported by field artillery and Army
aviation. The battalion task force organizes company teams in order
to operate effectively across the broad front required by this type
mission. Once organized for combat, the armor battalion task force
conducts a. security force operation as discuissed in paragraph 375,
FM 17-1.

123. Armor Battalion Task Force as Part of a Fixing Force
a. General. In the mobile defense, the armor battalion may be

assigned a sector to defend in the combat command defensive area.
When so employed, the battalion normally is reinforced with armored
infantry. It may be either a tank-heavy or a balanced task force.

b. Reconnaissance of the Battalion Sector. As soon as he is given
his mission and assigned a defensive sector, the armor battalion task
force commander immediately reconnoiters his area as completely and
thoroughly as time and the situation permits. He makes a map
recomnaissance and, if possible, a ground and air reconnaissance. He
determines the likely avenues of approach available to the enemy and
the terrain which dominates these avenues.

o. Designation of Company Teani Positions by Battalion.
(1) Within the sector designated for the battalion task force to

occupy, the commander selects company team positions. In
selecting these positions the commander considers critical
terrain, observation and fields of fire, cover and conceal-
ment, natural obstacles, possible avenues of enemy approach,
the overall width of the battalion task force sector, and the
killing grounds selected by the next higlher headquarters.

(2) After determining the sectors of the forward edge of the
battle area which the company teams will be assigned, the
commander designates strong points for them to occupy either
initially or on order. These strong points are selected to
deny critical terrain to the enemy, to canalize the enemy into
the selected killing grounds, and to facilitate the attack of
the striking force. The size of the strong point will dictate
the strength of the unit thereon. In certain situations, the
task force commander may order one of his teams to initially
occupy one or niore strong points (fig. 68).

d. Coverage of A.venues of Approach. Normally, an armor bat-
talion task force is assigned a sector covering the most likely avenues
of hostile armor approach. Within that sector, any attached armored
infantry are used to cover the most likely avenues of hostile infantry
approach and to add depth to the battalion position. The armored
infantry must provide close-in protection for the tanks.
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e. Asserbl7y Areas. Company-size assembly areas may be desig-
nated for initial movement into the forward defensive area and may be
used as a, base from which company teams organize and prepare
assigned strong points and initial defensive positions. Armored in-
fantry may be employed to provide security for these assembly areas.

/. Battalion Aiortar Platoon. The 4.2-inch mortar platoon is nor-
mally retained under task force control and positioned to provide fire
support for the entire force sector.

g. Battalion Scout Platoon. The battalion scout platoon normally
is assigned the mission of establishing the observation posts to the
front of the forward defensive positions. The conduct of this type
security mission is explained in FM 17-35. Local security elements
of forward company teams must maintain contact with elements of the
scout platoon.

h. Designation of Platoon Positions by Company.

(1) Terrain will normally be the primary factor that influences
the method of utilizing platoons of a tank company team
within a company sector. A team commander may be able to
organize his entire team on one terrain feature; or' he may be
forced to assign platoons to separate terrain features. Thus,
a company team could have three separate platoon positions
within the team position. Further, it may have one platoon
occupying one terrain feature while the remainder of the
team occupies another terrain feature. In some instances,
due to the nature of the terrain and width of sector, platoon
positions may be out of immediate supporting range of other
elements of the company team. Mutual support between
platoon positions, however, is desirable. To be considered
as mutually supporting by fire, each platoon must be able
to give some assistance by the fire of its weapons to an ad-
jacent platoon which is under attack. This does not mean
that it must fire across the entire front of the adjacent pla-
toon.

(2) Based on the scheme of defense, the company team may be
required to occupy one or more strongpoints as the action
develops. In some instances the company team commander
may be ordered to occupy a strong point with his entire force,
or a number of smaller strong points may be required (c(2)
above). These strong points may or.may :iot be mutually
supporting, depending on the nature of tlie ter'rain.

(3) Whether the platoons' initial positions are along the FEBA
or on strong points, the positions will be organized for all-
round defense, using the techniques discussed in paragraphs
114 through 118.
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i. Control. The p-rimary means of control is radio. Iowever,
time permitting, wire is laid to and within company defensive areas
by battalion communication platoon or company communication per-
sonnel as appropriate. Messengers and visual signals may also be
used for control.

j. Counterattack Plans. Depending upon the scheme of defense
anmounced by the combat command, the battalion task force com-
mander makes plans for limited spoiling attacks to the front against
likely enemy attack positions, or counterattacks designed to divert
the enemy into preselected killing grounds. These plans may require
one or all of the company teams to participate in the attack. De-
pending upon the scheme of maneuver of the striking force, the task
force commander may plan for one or more company teams to make
a limited-objective attack against the flank and rear of the enemy to
force him into a killing ground. These counterattacks are offensive
in nature and are conducted as explained in chapter 3.

124. Conduct of the Mobile Defense by an Armor Battalion
Task Force as Part of a Fixing Force

See paragraphs 376 and 377, FM 17-1.

125. Armor Battalion Task Force as Striking Force
a. General. An armor battalion task force will frequently be em-

i- i ployed as a striking force in mobile defense. As such, it will be pre-
p? pared to attack and destroy an enemy force forward of, within, or

to the rear of the forward defensive area. When the task force is
employed as a striking force, its actions are offensive in nature;
therefore the preparation for, and conduct of, its operations will be
generally similar to those of normal offensive operations.

b. Plans.

(1) When an armor battalion task force is employed as a strik-
ing force, the task force commander prepares counterattack
p]ans for the employment of his force. The commander
conducting the defense outlines his concept and prepares the
overall counteraittack plans for the entire defense. Plans for
the employment of the striking force cover attack positions
and routes thereto, line of departure, scheme of maneuver,
objectives, supporting fires, and necessary coordination.

(2) Final approval of the striking force attack plans must be
given by the commander conducting the mobile defense.
After plans have been approved, key personnel of the bat-
talion task force should be made familiar with the plans and
given an opportunity to reconnoiter the attack area. Enemy
action will seldom permit the striking force to execute its
attack exactly as planned. The armnor battalion task force
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commander must be prepared to quickly modify any attack
plan so as to insure success regardless of what course of
action the enemy follows.

c. Reconnaissance. Formulation of the attack plans should be pre-
ceded by a thorough reconnaissance of the attack areas designated by
the commander conducting the mobile defense. The attack by the
striking force should take place over terrain which favors the at-
tacker. It should strike the enemy from the flanks or rear and pin
him against an obstacle.

d. Initial Locations of the Striking Force. An armor battalion
task force which is designated as a striking force usually is positioned
so that it adds depth to the forward defensive area. The task force
commander, as a matter of second priority to the completion of coun-
terattack plans, organizes a position on critical terrain within his
assigned area. However, no action is taken which would interfere
with the rapid movement of the task force in implementation of any
of its counterattack plans. The initial location of the striking force
will be determined by the next higher commander. Its location
should fully utilize the best routes to any threatened point or killing
ground.

e. Decision To Commit the Striking Force. The decision to com-
mit the striking force is based to a large extent on the information
furnished by the forward elements. When committed, the striking
force attacks swiftly, utilizing previously reconnoitered routes, to hit
the enemy with the maximum surprise, firepower, and shock action.

f. Conduct of the Counterattack. When the striking force is com-
mitted, the striking force commander assumes command of the area
between his line of departure and his objective. He assumes com-
mand of all elements, particularly those occupying strong points,
that can directly affect or contribute to the success of the attack.
Units not attached to the striking force may be directed to support
the attack by fire. The striking force is given priority of supporting
fires and close air support during its counterattack.

126. The Tank Company as Part of a Striking Force
When the tank company is employed as part of the striking force,

it normally plans and conducts its operations as outlined in chapter 3.

121. Armor Battalion as Part of a Larger Striking Force
P Tihe armor battalion frequently will be employed as an element of

.~ the striking force of a larger command. In such a case, the battalion
mnay be reinforced with armored infantry. Actions of the battalion
e will be offensive in nature (par. 373, FM 17-1).
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Section IV. POSITION DEFENSE

128. Missions of the Armor Battalion in Position Defense
a. The position defense does not fully utilize the characteristics of

armor. In this type of defense, the armor battalion must be assigned
missions where it can use its mobility and shock action to the greatest
possible extent under the existing conditions. These missions will
include-

(1) Acting as the reserve for a larger force.
(2) Forming a covering force or general outpost for a larger

force.
b. In position defense, the armor battalion is best employed as the

_l reserve. Only on rare occasions will the armor battalion be employed

p b as part of the forces in the battle area. Vhen such instances occur,
the battalion should be heavily reinforced with armored infantry. To
accomplish this mission, it will be necessary to make temporary
groupings of certain elements and weapons of the armor battalion.

c. Additional details of the position defense which are associated
withi this section are contained in paragraphs 379 through 388, FM
17-1.

129. Security Forces, General
Security echelons for the battle area may include aviation, covering

forces, and a general outpost. Combat outposts and local security are
established by elements holding the forward edge of the battle area.

130. The Armor Battalion on a. Covering Force Mission
A covering force is employed in front of the general outpost when-

ever practicable. The mission of this covering force is to inflict the
maximum delay on the enemy. The covering force should be highly
mobile. The armor battalion, as part of a larger unit, may be em-
ployed in this role. The covering force normally has attached engi-
neers and may have attached artillery. It fights by delaying action
(pars. 145 through 157) and avoids decisive engagement with the
enemy unless its mission makes such engagement necessary. For de-
tails concerning a covering force mission, see paragraphs 375 and
382, FM 17-1.

131. The Armor Battalion on a General Outpost Mission
The general outpost is normally organized and controlled by the

division or higher commander. It is located 6,000 to 12,000 yards
forward of the forward edge of the battle area. The mission of the
general outpost is to obtain timely information with respect to the
location, strength, and activities of the enemy, to disorganize and
delay his advance, and to deceive him as to the true location of the
battle area.
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a. The armor battalion, reinforced with armored infantry and sup-
ported by engineers, artillery, and Army aviation, may be employed
to form all or part of the general outpost for the division. The
location of the general outpost is normally prescribed by the division
commander.

b. When given a general outpost mission, the armor battalion com-
mander makes a personal reconnaissance of the position, supplemented
by a map and aerial photo study. Based on the mission and recon-
naissance, he makes his plans, to include security measures, the disposi-
tion and frontages of troops on the position and on advantageous
delaying positions in the rear, the organization and coordination of
fires, the organization of the ground, means for deception and dis-
organization of the enemy throughout the action, and movement to
successive positibns in the rear. Extended frontages are covered by
increasing the intervals between units; these intervals are covered by
observation and fire.

c. Battalion actions during conduct of a general outpost mission
are essentially the same as for a covering force mission (par. 130).
Unless the outpost is required to hold for a definite time, it begins its
withdrawal to subsequent positions as soon as it is apparent that a
superior enemy force is deployed for action and outposts are likely to
become decisively engaged. The action upon each successive delaying
position is designed to create as great a change as possible in the direc-
tion of the enemy attack, and to bring about the deployment of the
maximum number of hostile units.

132. The Combat Outpost
The combat outpost is normally located on the first high ground

in front of the forward edge of the battle area. It is normally far
enough forward to deny the enemy close ground observation of the
battle area. The elements of the combat outpost are usually furnished
by the forces in the battle area. When an armor battalion task force
is given a sector to defend, the battalion scout platoon may be used
as its combat outpost. The platoon may be reinforced if necessary.
Artillery and other supporting fires usually are furnished to the com-
bat outpost from firing positions within the battle area.

a. The combat outpost, within its capabilities, performs the same
missions as the general outpost.

b. The combat outpost maintains contact with security forces to the
front and flanks, and with the forces in the battle area. Routes are
reconnoitered and coordination effected for the rearward movement of
the combat outpost through the frontlines.

c. The combat outpost maintains contact with, and assists in cov-
ering the withdrawal of, the general outpost. It seeks early contact
with the enemy in order to bring an increasing volume of fire upon
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his forces as they advance. The combat outpost withdraws on order
of the commander controlling its actions; normally, it is withdrawn
before it becomes involved in close combat with the enemy. The
withdrawal is made by previously selected routes which do not inter-
fere with fires from the battle area.

133. Forces in the Battle Area c 1 / 0

The forces in the battle area include those elements charged with
the immediate defense of the forward edge of the battle area
(FEBA). The FEBA is, in effect, a line joining the forward edges
of the most advanced defense areas of the battle area. For a discus-
sion of a battalion task force employed as part of the forces in the
battle area, see paragraph 383, FM 17-1.

134. Tanks in Support of Armored Infantry in Position Defense
a. Tanks attached to a frontline armored infantry battalion which

is part of the forces in the battle area are used to provide antitank
defense in depth, to reinforce the battalion fires, and, supported by
armored infantry elements, to make counterattacks. The tanks are
positioned to cover the more dangerous enemy armor approaches.
They must be able to move rapidly into the counterattack or into areas
that are threatened. Some of the attached tanks occupy firing posi-
tions in the frontline company areas and engage hostile armor as soon
as it comes within effective range. The fires of some tanks may be
withheld initially to gain surprise. Most of the tanks with the
frontline armored infantry battalion are used with the battalion
reserve. Firing positions are prepared from which the tanks with
the reserve unit can support frontline units by fire and can also block
and contain a hostile penetration. When the battalion reserve coun-
terattacks, all tanks not engaged, or that can be disengaged, take
part in the counterattack. Initially, part of the tanks may be used
with the combat outpost. Tanks so used usually revert to the reserve
upon withdrawal of the combat outpost.

b. Tank platoon leaders and company commranders, when given
such a mission, contact the appropriate infantry commanders within
the assigned sector and reconnoiter for satisfactory positions. These
normally are located within the areas occupied by infantry platoons
and are sited to permit the greatest possible degree of mutual support,
both between individual tanks and between the tanks and infantry
(fig. 69). In addition to its primary position, each tank should have-

(1) One or more alternate positions which cover the same terraiii
as the primary one.

(2) One or more supplementary positions to which the tank can
move to meet an attack from the flank or rear.

e. During the day, the tanks normally remain concealed inl the
vicinity of their primary positions, moving into them when the enemy
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Figure 69. Tanlc platoon in direct support of an armored infantry battalion
in position defense.
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attacks. At night, if enemy combat patrols and tank hunters are
active, it may be necessary to withdraw the tanks to special positions
nearer or within the organized infantry areas.

d. The tank positions, including supplementary and alternate posi-
tions, should be located within occupied areas. In some cases it may
be necessary to extend the occupied area to include suitable tank
positions. One of the advantages of the tank as an antitank weapon
in the defense is its ability to move under small-arms and artillery
fire.

e. For maximum coordination, flexibility, and control in position
defense, tanks are not attached below company level.

135. Tank Platoon in Defensive Combat
a. Whenever possible, tanks avoid disclosing their positions by

holding fire until the enemy tanks are within effective range of the
main tank gun. Although their primary target is hostile tanks, they
may employ HE and m.achine-gun fire against groups of enemy
infantry, supporting weapons, or other targets of opportunity.

b. The tank p]atoon leader controls the fire and movement of his
platoon.

e. The platoon leader shifts the individual tanks from position to
position whenever necessary to obtain better fields of fire or to avoid
heavy antitank fire (fig. 70). Once the direction of the hostile main
effort is determined, thé commrander responsible for the defense of
the position may direct the platoon leader to move nmost of his tanks
to oppose it.

d. The tank platoon may be employed, in conjunction with the
armored infantry battalion reserve, for small-scale counterattacks.
Such an action is especially appropriate in situations where the enemy
force consists almost entirely of infantry or when the accompanying
enemy tanks have been destroyed.

136. The Armor Battalion as the Reserve in Position Defense
When an armor battalion is designated as the reserve for a larger

comnmand, it may be employed to-
a. Plan and execute counterattacks.
b. Conduct spoiling attacks in front of the FEBA to harass the

enemy and disorganize his forces as he prepares to attack.
e. Defend against airborne and guerrilla attack.
d. Prepare positions to extend the depth of the battle area and to

protect the flank-s and rear of the larger command.

137. Armor Battalion Plans for Counterattack in Position
Defense

a. Since the armor battalion is best suited for offensive action, it
normally is used as the counterattacking force for a larger command.
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Counterattacks are made to restore the original position, to trap and
destroy enemy forces which have penetrated the battle area, or to
strike the enemy as he prepares to launch an attack against the battle
area.

b. The reserve battalion commander prepares counterattack plans
to cover every enemy capability. Plans to counter enemy attacks on
or near the flanks of the higher command must be coordinated with
adjacent units, to ensure mutual support and to avoid firing into
friendly positions. All units participating in the counterattack should
be placed under one commander.

c. Each counterattack plan is a complete plan of attack to capture
a specific objective. Each plan will cover reserve position, attack
position (if required), routes to the attack position and line of de-
parture, objective, employment of attached and supporting units, fire
support, the formation and direction of the counterattack, action upon
reaching the objective, communication, rehearsals or briefing of unit
commanders, and thorough coordination, especially with commnand-
ers through whose areas the counterattack passes. Subordinate com-
manders must thoroughly understand all counterattack plans. They
should reconnoiter the ground and should familiarize their troops with
the details of the plan.

138. Tank Company Preparation for Counterattack as Reserve
for an Armored Infantry Unit in Position Defense

a. The tank company may form all or part of a reserve for an
armored infantry unit. When so assigned, the tank company com-
mander obtains the plan of defense from the infantry commander,
makes a thorough reconnaissance of the sector, and, based upon the
commander's scheme of defense, submits his recommendations for the
employment of his unit. These recommendations include-

(1) Selection of probable objectives.
(2) Selection of one or more reserve positions.

(3) Selection of attack positions from which to launch counter-
attacks, lines of departure, and the routes thereto (may not
be used for all counterattack missions).

(4) Methods of communication and liaison to be employed.
(5) Employment of infantry weapons and other supporting fires

in support of counterattacks.
b. (1) A reserve position must offer the maximum degree of cover

and concealment possible, since it is often within range of
enemy light artillery. If concealment is lacking, camouflage
and dispersion are substituted. The reserve position is
organized carefully, its exits being developed to allow rapid
displacement in any direction. Light, sound, and traffic
discipline are enforced rigidly.
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Figure 71. Execution of the counterattack in the position defense to regain a lost
portion of the battle area.
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(2) Control measures are similar to those used in offensive com-
bat. Routes between the reserve and counterattack posi-
tions must be improved wherever necessary to permit swift
movement. The selection of covered and concealed routes
may do much to ensure surprise and reduce casualties. In
certain situations, for example, when the hostile attacking
force consists mainly of infantry-open routes may be bet-
ter because they permit the freer and more accurate em-
ployment of supporting weapons to assist the counterattack-
ing tanks.

(3) The development of alternate counterattack plans to meet all
foreseeable emergencies requires a corresponding selection of
alternate routes and installations. All personnel must be
familiar enough with all of these to be able to recognize them
under the most unfavorable weather or tactical conditions.

(4) Since the tank company normally counterattacks on. very
short notice, as a part of a team of combined arms, constant
close liaison with other units of that team is essential. All
personnel are thoroughly informed as to the different coun-
terattack plans and are prepared to move without delay.

c. When his company is a part of a large reserve, the tank com-
pany commander submits such recommendations for the employment
of his unit as the reserve comnmander may request. The company
commander and his platoon leaders familiarize themselves with all
plans and with all routes and installatioiis which may be used by the
company during counterattacks.

139. Conduct of a Counterattack in the Position Defense
a. The actual conduct of a counterattack by an armor battalion

task force or tank company team is the same as for normal offensive
operations as discussed in chapter 3 (fig. 71).

b. After the counterattack has destroyed the penetration, the task
force may occupy the recaptured area and organize the position for a
defense of the FEBA. If the counterattack is stopped and fails to
capture its objective, the task force quickly reorganizes, holds what
ground it has gained, and awaits further orders or action from higher
commanders.

Section V. PERIMETER DEFENSE

140. General
When it is necessary for an armor battalion task force to provide

its own protection, primarily when it is acting independently or for
other reasons is separated from friendly forces, it normally establishes
a perimeter defense (pars. 389 through 392, FM 17-1).
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141. Conduct of Perimeter Defense by an Armor Battalion Task
Force Operating Independently

a. When it is necessary for an armor battalion task force to estab-
lish a perimeter defense, the task force commander carefully analyzes
the factors of METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and
troops available). He then assigns sectors to his company teams.
He must maintain a strong striking force; this striking force must
be so located that it can quickly move to any part of the defensive
system. He should include in his plans maximum utilization of avail-
able aerial reconnaissance to provide warning.

b. The company teams that are assigned defensive sectors organize
dominating and critical terrain. They establish their strong points
far enough from tile center of the defensive area to give the striking
force adequate room for maneuver. The task force commander
should be prepared to give up some ground in order to seek more
favorable terrain in the event the enemy attacks in st-rength.

c. Company teams assigned defensive sectors normally must defend
extended frontages. As a result, they must carefully organize their
strong points to insure complete domination of likely avenues of ap-
proach into their sectors. Strong points are organized as in mobile
defense. Each company team provides its own security force, and
positions it along the trace of a line established around the entire
task force perimeter by the task force commander. This security
force for a company team normally consists of a platoon of tanks
and a platoon of armored infantry. The battalion scout platoon may
be integrated into this security echelon at a point designated by the
task force commander.

d. The most difficult problem for the task force commander is to
decide ihow much of his force to employ in the establishment of the
strong points and how much to keep out as his striking force. No
yardstick can be provided. Each such decision will depend on the
enemy situation, the terrain and weather, the strength and condition
of the companies, and the mission of the task force. Normally, the
striking force will be tank heavy, and the bulk of the armored in-
fantry will be placed in the strong points.

e. The headquarters elements of the battalion will occupy the least
vulnerable position within the defensive position, but must be so
located that they can support all combat elements of the task force.

/. A fire-support plan will be made. The armor battalion task
force on an independent mission may have artillery attached. If
possible, the artillery should be so located as to be able to support
the strong points. All available supporting weapons are integrated
into the fire-support plan.

g. The strong points make every effort to stop an enemy attack.
If the strong points are penetrated or are on the verge of being
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penetrated, the striking force may be committed to attack the enemy
force. If the attack is successful and the enemy threat is wiped out,
the strong points may be maintained as originally established. If
the attack is not successful, it may be necessary for the task force
commander to order the strong points under attack to withdraw
to previously prepared positions in order to regain freedom of maneu-
ver for both the strong points and the striking force.

Section VI. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFENSE

142. General
See chapter 9, FM 17-1, for a discussion of considerations peculiar

to-
a. Defense of a river line (pars. 393-396).
b. Defense of a wooden area (par. 397).
e. Defense of a defile (pars. 398-400).
d. Defense of a built-up area (pars. 401-405).
e. Defense at night and during periods of poor visibility (pars.

406 and 407).
/. Defense against airborne attack (par. 408).
g. Defense against guerrilla action and infiltration (par. 409).
h. Defense against air attack (pars. 410 and 411).
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CHAPTER 5

RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

Section 1. GENERAL

143. General
A retrograde movement may be classified as a delaying action, a

withdrawal from action, or a retirement. See paragraphs 412
through 414, FM 17-1, for discussion of the types and purposes of
retrograde movements.

144. Armored Division Armor Battalion, 90-mm, in Retro-
grade Movements

When adequately reinforced, the armor battalion may conduct a de-
laying action or withdrawal from action either alone or as part of a
larger force. The armor battalion normally participates in a retire-
ment as part of a larger force. The battalion actions in a retirement
are essentially the same as for armor marches, since a retirement
does not begin until the bulk of the command is formed into march
columns. When operating as a part of a larger force, the armor bat-
talion makes retrograde movements only in conjunction with an over-
all plan or on specific orders from higher authority.

Section II. DELAYING ACTION

145. General
a. A delaying action is a retrograde movement by which a force

seeks to delay the advance of an enemy force. A unit engaged in a
delaying action inflicts maximum punishment on the enemy without
becoming decisively engaged in combat. The armor battalion, be-
cause of its mobility and armor-protected firepower, is well suited
for a delaying action mission. When such a mission is given, the
battalion usually delays on successive positions. Delay on successive
positions consists of organized resistance on an initial position and
the continuation of this resistance through successive delaying po-
sitions (fig. 72). See paragraphs 416 through 418, FM 17-1, for a
discussion of the fundamentals of delaying action.

b. Delaying positions normally are not organized in depth. They
are strong in firepower, with the bulk of the force concentrated at
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Figure 72. Successive delaying positions.
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likely avenues of enemy approach. An armor battalion conducting
a delaying action is divided into two major echelons, the delaying
force and a reserve. Companies normally do not designate reserves.
The execution of a delaying action is decentralized to company level.
The battalion commander controls the action by assignment of com-
pany zones and designation of battalion alternate or successive delay-
ing positions.

146. Reconnaissance and Selection of Delaying Positions

See paragraph 422, FM 17-1.

147. Disposition of Forces for Delaying Action
a. The battalion commander assigns company zones corresponding

to the most likely avenues of approach available to the enemy through
the battalion zone (fig. 73). Boundaries are designated between com-
panies to indicate zones of responsibility. Each avenue of approach
and the terrain which dominates the avenue are assigned to one com-
pany; avenues of approach are not split between companies. Each
company zone should include at least one good route of withdrawal.

b. The reserve is initially located in an area from which it can
move rapidly to any threatened point or can rapidly execute a coun-
terattack.

o. The battalion command post and battalion combat trains are lo-
cated well to the rear, to avoid the necessity of frequent displacement
and to avoid interference with the actions of the combat elements of
the battalion. The command group, however, should remain well
forward with the engaged elements and should be among the last to
withdraw.

d. In turn, the company commander disposes his platoons in such
a manner as to cover likely avenues of enemy approach into his zone
(fig. 74). In a wide company zone with several good avenues of ap-
proach, all platoons may be used on line. Whenever possible, how-
ever, at least one tank platoon should be positioned to provide depth.
Attached armored infantry elements are placed where they can best
protect and support the tanks and cover portions of the zone not
covered by other fires.

148. Task Organization of Armor Battalion Task Force Con-
ducting Delaying Action

a. An armor battalion conducting a delaying action normally has
armored infantry attached. The battalion task force so formed may
be either tank heavy or balanced. A typical armor battalion task
force may consist of three organic tank companies and a company of
armored infantry, or 2 companies of tanks and 2 companies of armored
infantry. In turn, the organization of company teams by the task
force commander is based on a consideration of the factors of METT.
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Figure 74. Company delaying position.

A company team may consist of a company of tanks less 1 or 2 tank
platoons with 1 or 2 armored rifle platoons attached. The task force
reserve is normally tank heavy but must have sufficient armored in-
fantry to, enable -it to-operate effectively 'anysvhere-in, the task force
zone.

b. The battalion scout platoon may be retained under task force
control for the execution of such- missionS as flank guard- or reconnais-
sance within the position or to the rear. Sections of the platoon may
be attached to company teams in the delaying force, to conduct obser-
vation or light patrol missions or to assist in the reconnaissance of the
next company delaying position to the rear.

c. The mortar platoon normally is retained under task force control.
In accomplishment of its mission, the platoon must be so positioned as
to best provide support for company teams of the delaying force.

149. Security in Delaying Action
a. General. During a delaying action, the enemy will make every

effort to envelop and destroy the delaying force. The battalion task
force commander must be particularly careful that the enemy does
not turn his flank or surprise him in position. Continuous reconnais-
sance provides one of the best sources of security. Ground reconnais-
sance may be extended by Army aircraft. Close coordination between
adjacent units is essential to avoid presenting an exposed flank to the
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enemy. Limiting points are designated along bouidaries, and liaison
officers are used to keep the task force commander informed of the
situation on his flanks.

b. Security to the Front. If elements of the delaying force are not
in contact with the enemy, action must be taken to prevent surprise of
the delaying force and to provide early warning of enemy approach.
The battalion scout platoon may be used as a security force forward
of the company delaying positions. In addition, observation posts
are established to the front of delaying positions during daylight.
These are replaced by listening posts at night. Routes from the posi-
tion out to the observation posts are very carefully chosen in order to
avoid detection of movement by the enemy.

e. Security to the Flanks. A tank unit on the delaying position
must establish its own flank security by all-round observation, patrols,
and contact with adjacent units. Careful reconnaissance enables the
delaying force to locate avenues of approach which the enemy is likely
to use in an effort to envelop the delaying force. Leading elements
of any enemy force attempting to advance along such avenues can be
blocked or ambushed. When not otherwise used, the battalion scout
platoon should be assigned the mission of protecting an exposed bat-
talion flank.

d. See paragraph 423, FM 17-1, for further discussion of security
in delaying action.

150. Control Measures in Delaying Action
See paragraph 424, FM 17-1.

151. Combat Support of Delaying Action
See paragraph 421, FM 17-1.

152. Employment of Fires in Delaying Action
See paragraph 425, FM 17-1.

153. Use of Obstacles in Delaying Action
See paragraph 426, FM 17-1.

154. Occupation of a Delaying Position
a. General. The occupation of a delaying position by a tank unit

is generally the same as for any defensive position. The commander
places greater emphasis on engaging the enemy at maximum effective
range and on disposing his forces so that he can efficiently execute the
planned withdrawal to the next delaying position (par. 427, FM 17-1).

b. Basic factors to be considered for the occupation of a delaying
position by a tank unit includes-

(1) Primary positions.
(2) Alternate positions.
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(3) Supplementary positions.
(4) Observation.

(5) Fields of fire.

(6) Cover and concealment (includes camouflage).

(7) Hull and turret defilade.
(8) Preparation of range cards.

(9) Security (includes observation posts, patrols, use of infantry
to protect tanks).

(10) Coordination with other elements.

c. Preparation of the position is continued as long as time permits.
Alternate and supplementary tank positions are selected. Tank com-
manders familiarize themselves with the routes to these positions.
Armored personnel carriers are placed in hull defilade and concealed;
their caliber .50 machine guns are integrated into the fire plan.
Rocket launchers are sited in zones assigned to the armored infantry
where enemy armor is most likely to appea.r.

d. Maximum use is made of crew-served weapons. The commander
usually tries to position his tanks in hull defilade near the topograph-
ical crests of terrain features, where maximum height for long-range
fires is available and access to covered routes of withdrawal is more
immediate (fig. 75). In some situations, a tank should be positioned
in a concealed, covered location and then move up to its actual firing
position in order to fire (fig. 76). Subsequently, during an action, the
tank should be shifted when necessary to obtain better fields of fire
or to avoid heavy antitank fire.

e. Vehicles which are not needed on the delaying position should
be placed under cover or concealment to the rear of the position.
Command post, supply, maintenance, and medical vehicles should be
located well to the rear to insure continuous operation and support
during the critical period of the withdrawal from a delaying position.
The commander must remain well forward in order to coordinate and
control the actions of his unit.

B/ I/OjPOGRÁPHICA
IR , I LITARY . CREST

: CREST ]

Figure 75. Ta/ik firing position near topographical crest.
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CONCEALED
POSITION

Figure 76. Concealed tank position.

155. Conduct of the Delaying Action
a. As the enemy approaches the first delaying position, he is

brought under long-range artillery and mortar fire. As he closes with
the position, he is engaged by all weapons of the delaying force at
maximum effective range in order to force him to deploy, reconnoiter,
and execute other time-consuming maneuvers.

b. The company teams normally are withdrawn from the delay-
ing position before becoming decisively engaged with the enemy.
The teams do not withdraw unless authorized to do so by the bat-
talion task force commander. The successful employment of the de-
laying force is largely dependent upon proper timing. Proper tim-
ing is the result of effective reconnaissance, adequate security, and
timely combat information. The next senior commander must be
kept informed at all times of the unit situation, to insure the issuance
of orders for the withdrawal of the unit before it becomes too
heavily engaged.

c. The battalion task force continues to delay the enemy.in the area
between battalion delaying positions. Although the company teams
will have considerable freedom of action in their assigned zones, the
task force commander will coordinate their movements to the extent
that one team will not be endangered by the too-rapid withdrawal of
an adjacent team. Just prior to the withdrawal, some elements of
the delaying force, preferably forces which are least engaged, are
moved rearward to the next or intermediate delaying position. The
remainder of the delaying force, when ordered to withdraw, executes
the withdrawal by fire and movement, supported by the fires of the
element which had previously withdrawn, artillery, mortars, and
tactical air. Delay is continuous, between as well as on the delaying
position.
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A ENEMY

COUNTERATACK
ENEMY 3

Figure 77. Company delaying action. In situat'on A, a tank platoon operating
with armored infantry ivithdraws from position (1) to (3). In situation B,
the remainder of the company counterattacks from position (2).
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d. The battalion task force reserve may be used to counterattack
in order to extricate a heavily engaged unit, to destroy an enemy
penetration, to block an enemy threat to the front or flanks, to covér
the withdrawal of elements of the delaying force, or to reinforce one
or more elements of the delaying force. Command, control, and
timing of counterattacks are most critical. The commander must
exercise utmost vigilance to ensure that his unit does not become so
involved with the enemy that it cannot break off the action. These
counterattacks are for limited objectives and are supported by artil-
lery, mortars, and elements of the delaying force. Similarly, com-
pany teams may execute counterattacks for the same reasons but on
a more limited scale. Figure 77 illustrates this technique. See para-
graph 428, FM 17-1, for a discussion of techniqcue of employment of
reserves.

156. Company Team Preparation for Withdrawal to Next
Delaying Position

a. After occupying the initial delaying position, the tank company
team commander makes a reconnaissance of, and assigns platoon posi-
tions on, the next delaying position to the rear. Rearward positions
which may be occupied during the course of a delaying action, and
the route or routes thereto,'should be thoroughly reconnoitered in
advance. A complete plan for the withdrawal to, and organization
and defense of, such a position should be the result of this recon-
naissance. When prior reconnaissance is impossible, the delaying
force reconnoiters to the rear while it engages the enemy. Recon-
naissance to the rear is frequently conducted by a representative of
the company team commander, usually his executive officer. Any ele-
ments of the battalion scout platoon which may be attached can be
used for this reconnaissance. In addition, attached scout platoon
elements may be employed to guide platoons into selected delaying
positions. In fast-moving situations, it may not be possible for the
platoon leader or his representative to participate in this recon-
naissance to the rear.

b. In planning and executing withdrawals to successive delaying
positions, the following desirable characteristics of routes of with-
drawal must be considered.

(1) Provide cover from enemy fire.
(2) Provide concealment from enemy observation.
(3) Lead directly to the next delaying position.
(4) Have good trafficability.

c. Each tank commander is usually responsible for the selection of
the route he will use to move his tank. His reconnaissance is brief,
and is usually conducted on foot when his tank is not fighting. He
must become familiar with the withdrawal plans of his platoon.
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d.. In addition to ,planning the occupation of the next delaying
position, it is desirable to have some portion of the delaying force
occupy it in advance, to prepare positions and to cover the arrival of
the remainder of the force. In many situations, troops cannot be
spared for such a purpose. It'may be possible to accomplish this and
not detract from the actual delaying strength of the unit. For ex-
ample, if the terrain is relatively open, there may be little requirement
for armored infantry. In such case, a portion of the armored infantry
might well be sent back to start the organization of the next delaying
position.

157. Company Team Withdrawal to the Next Delaying
Position

a. General. The company team may withdraw to the next delay-
ing position as a result of enemy pressure or to conform to the move-.
ment of adjacent units, but it withdraws only on order of the bat-
talion task force commander.

b. Technique of Disengagement. Prior to the withdrawal of the
initial element, nonessential company vehicles and personnel are
moved to the next delaying position. Platoons not heavily engaged
are the first to withdraw. On order from the team commander, pla-;
toons remaining on the position utilize the same technique in with-
drawing. The least heavily engaged tank section withdraws, the;
other section increasing its fire to assist in the disengagement. The
company team commander may request artillery fires through the
accompanying forward observer. On occasion, the task force com-
mander may commit his reserve, if the comipany team is having diffi-
culty disengaging. When the team commander has disengaged his
forces, he should take steps to maintain observation over the advancing
enemy. Any elements of the battalion scout platoon which may be
attáched can be used for this purpose. Otherwise, a tank platoon, or
attached armored infantry, must be assigned the mission.

c. Procedu're. The procedure that a tank company team employs in
moving back to a successive delaying position will vary, depending
on the enemy situation'and the terrain and weather (fig. 78). The
team may-

(1) WVithdraw-to the next delaying position, maintaining a con-
stant pressure against the advancing enemy. In such a with-
drawal, the tank platoons are usually directed to withdraw
by leapfrogging from one terrain feature to another (fig. 79).
The team commander determines which platoon is the least
heavily engaged and instructs the platoon leader to move to a
terrain feature to the rear to cover the withdrawals of the
remaining platoons. As soon as the first platoon dispatched
to the rear is in position, the team commander orders one or
more of the remaining platoons to move back.
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Figure 78. Methods employed in withdrawal to next delaying position.

(2) Execute a rapid withdrawal and move directly back to the
next delaying position. Once a successful disengagement
from enemy forces has been effected, platoons move to the
rear, in column along parallel routes, to their assigned areas
in the next delaying position. Such a procedure may be used
at night, when no favorable terrain from which to delay the
enemy exists between delaying positions, or when it is neces-
sary to conform to movements of adjacent troops. One tank
platoon or elements of the battalion scout platoon may be
assigned the mission of keeping the enemy under observa-
tion as the remainder of the teani occupies its new position.

(3) Employ a combination of the procedures discussed in (1)
and (2) above. This combination may be especially appro-
priate when it is necessary for the company team to conform
to the movements of adjacent forces.

d. Order for Withdra/wal. The company team commander will
give the order for the actual withdrawal. One of the basic principles
of retrograde operations is that no element should ever move to the
rear without specific authority to do so.
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Figure 79. Tank company team in a delaying action; platoons leapfrogging to
the rear, where favorable terrain to delay the enemy exists between the bat-
talion delaying positions (nu-bers indicate order of withdrawal).

e. Timning. of WVitdrawal. Units must withdraw before -they be-
come decisively engaged with the enemy.

/. Security During the IVithdra'wal. It is necessary to have real
and flank protection when moving to the next position. In small
units, this security will be achieved by having the various elements
of the unit cover or protect each other as they move to the next
delaying position. If a rapid withdrawal is initiated, steps must be
taken to keep the advancing enemy under constant observation. Ele-
ments of the battalion scout platoon wliich may be attached to the
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company team, and any supporting Army aircraft, may be used for
this purpose. In any event, a rapid and well-executed withdrawal
is usually the best insurance that can be taken against the enemy
interfering .with the movement. In order to make such a withdrawal,
it is extremely important that each soldier understand exactly what
he is to do and why.

Section III. WITHDRAWAL FROM ACTION

158. General
a. An armor battalion task force may be required to withdraw from

action in ofder to position itself to be able to initiate some other
action. A portion of the task force is desiganated to function as a
security force to cover the withdrawal. The task force commander
may designate one or more company teams as a security force, or he
may use elements of each company team for this purpose. A with-
drawal may be conducted during daylight or at night. Generally, a
withdrawal is accomplished in two phases: a disengagement from ac-
tion, followed by the formation of march col4~mns for continued
movement to the rear.

b. The battalion task force will usually be assigned a zone of with-
drawal. The boundaries of the zone will extend back to the point
where the task force forms its march column. The task force com-
mander assigns routes to his company teams. Multiple routes should
be used, if available, and initial points (IP's) should be designated
where units using the routes join-the column.

c. If the battalion task force is withdrawing under pressure of an
enemy advance, the reserve may be ordered to counterattack to
relieve pressure on the withdrawing units. If the task force is not
being subjected to enemy pressure, the reserve may withdraw first,
followed by other elements of the task force.

d. Subject coverage in this section is primarily at company level
and below. For discussion of actions at battalion level and for gen-
eral information covering withdrawals from action, see paragraphs
431 through 435, FM 17-1.

159. Daylight Withdrawal From Action
a. In a daylight withdrawal the tank platoon. or, company may act

as part of the battalion task force reserve, as the security force, or as
one of the elements in contact with the enemy.

b. As a part of the task force reserve, the platoon or company may-
(1) Be employed as a counterattacking force to permit the with-

drawal of a unit that is heavily engaged. Such a counter-
attack is a limited-objective attack and is conducted by the
entire task force reserve.
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(2) Be employed as the security force to occupy a position from
which it can cover by fire the withdrawal of units in contact
with the enemy.

(3) Be the first element to move to the rear when it is not re-
quired to assist engaged units in disengaging from the
enemy.

c. If the battalion tank force commander uses elements of each
frontline company team as a battalion security force, the tank com-
pany team commander normally employs about one-third of his unit
as his portion of the security force. This security force covers the
witlidrawal of the company team main body and withdraws on order
of the team commander iiI accordance with instructions issued by the
task force commander. The security force may be formed by-

(1) Elements of tank and armored rifle platoons remaining on
the platoon position. These elements are placed under a
single commander and form a composite security force. By
this technique, the security force is quickly formed with
a minimum of movement. For example, a tank company
team with two armored rifle platoons attached might execute
its withdrawal as indicated in figures 80 and 81. In figure
80, the team has two tank platoons and two armored rifle
platoons on line, the third tank platoon having previously
been ordered to start its move to the rear. Figure 81 shows
the bulk of the team enroute; elements of the platoon have
been left in position to form a composite security force.

(2) The designation of a platoon-size, combined-arms team to
act as the security force.

d. A tank company team which is given a security force mission for
the entire battalion task force organizes for,. combat and conducts its
actions in essentially the same manner as for the security force of the
mobile defense (par. 122).

e. For a tank company team which is in contact with the enemy
and which is not required to use some of its elements as part of the
battalion security force, disengagement actions are similar to actions
of units conducting a withdrawal from an initial or subsequent delay-
ing position (par. 157). Units not engaged with the enemy are the
first to withdraw. When contact with the enemy is broken, they
withdraw rapidly. However, when the enemy strength is not con-
centrated in any particular platoon area, platoons may be ordered
to withdraw simultaneously. The commander assigns platoon routes
of withdrawal and designates an initial point where the platoons will
form into a company team march column (fig. 82).

160. Night Withdrawal From Action
See paragrapli 433, FM 17-1.
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Figure 80. Initiation of withldrawal when a frontline company is forming part
of the battalion security force.
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Figure 81. Elements of tank and armored rifle platoons as part of the security
force in a withdrawal.
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CHAPTER 6

INFANTRY DIVISION ARMOR BATTALION, 90-MM

Section I. ORGANIZATION

161. General
a. This chapter is a guide for personnel of the infantry division in

the tactical employinent of the division's organic armor battalion.
The intent of this chapter is to cover the differences between employ-
ment and organization of the infantry division armor battalion and
the armored division armor battalion. If there are no differences noted
for a particular organization or method of employment, refer to
chapters 1 through 5.

b. The infantry division armor battalion is both an administrative
and a tactical unit, with supply, medical, and maintenance facilities.
Its continued operation is dependent upon adequate resupply of fuel,
lubricants, repair parts, and ammunition. It is the only medium-
gun tank unit of the infantry division. Light-gun tanks are organic
to the infantry division c'avalry squadron.

162. Organization, Infantry Division Armor Battalion, 90-mm
The major organizational diflerence between the infantry div.ision

armor battalion and the armored division armor batta]ion is an addi-
tional tank company in. the infantry division battalion (fig. 83).
Other organizational differences found in the infantry division armor
battalion are-

a. Headquarters Company.
(1) There is no organic mortar platoon.
(2) The administrative, mess, and supply section of company

headquarters does not have its own organic trucks.
(3) There are no 1/4-ton trucks in the company maintenance sec-

tion.
(4) There are fewer 1/4-ton trucks in the battalion headquarters

section and battalion communication platoon.
(5) The transportation section has six 21/2-ton cargo trucks, one

less 5-ton cargo truck, and no organic gasoline tank trucks.
(6) The supply section has a 3/4-ton truck and no 5-ton cargo

trucks.
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Figure 83. Organization, infantry division armor battalion, 90-mrm.

b.. kTank Company.
(1) The headquarters section has one less 1/1-ton truck.
(2) The administrative, mess, and supply section of company

headquarters does not have its own organic trucks.

163. Headquarters and Headquarters Company, Infantry
Division Armor Battalion, 90-mm

a. General., The headquarters and headquarters company of the
arms~. battalion is essentially the same in both the infantry division
and the armored division (ch. 1 and fig. 84).

*b. Indirect Fire Support. The, absence of a mortar platoon for
inortar support places greater emphasis in coordination and use of
csupporting artillery and the mortar support which is organic to
those infantry units with which the battalion is working.

e. Logistical Support. The support platoon has a reduced trans-
portation capability because it has fewer cargo trucks, and several
of the trucks must be used to transport the mess facilities of all
companies. This situation is improved by the attachment of gasoline
tank trucks from the class III section of the quartermaster company,
the attachment of trucks and trailers from the division transporta-
tion battalion for transport of 5-gallon gasoline cans, and unit dis-

'tribution of class I, II, and IV supplies by trucks provided by the
division transportation battalion. The support platoon leader has
radio' communication with the transportation section commander and
the battalion S4 over the battalion logistical net. See FM 17-50 for
details of logistical support.

437317°-57 10
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164. -Medium :Tlank-Company,;lnfantry Division Armor Bat-
talion; 90-mm

The tank companies are essentially the same in both battalions (ch.
1). If it is necessary for the company executive officer or first ser-
geant to move by w'heeled vehicle, he may use the 1/4 -ton truck organic
to the company headquarters section or the 1/4 -ton truck organic to
the company maintenance section. Because the company adminis-
trative, mess, and supply section has no organic vehicles, the com-
pany executive oflicer must habitually keep its transportation prob-
lem in mind. A truck with water trailer will be provided each tank
company by the battalion transportation section to transport the
company mess personnel and kitchen facilities. The company ad-
ministrative and supply personnel and their equipment are trans-
ported in the most expeditious manner consistent with the tactical
situation. They may ride with the company mess personnel, the
company security section, a battalion transportation section vehicle
if available, or some other designated portion of battalion trains.

165. Communication, Infontry Division Armor Battalion
a. General. Definitions, descriptions, and details of signal com-

munication common to all armor unrits are contained in FiM 17-1 and
FM 17-70. In t-he infantry division armor battalion, consideration
jmust be given to the infantry band radios used by the infantry divi-
sion armor battalion, the artillery band radios used by artillery or-
ganic to the infantry division, and the necessity of frequently com-
municating with hand-held low-power FM radios used by the infantry.
Close liaison and commumication ;are :particularly-important when
companies of thebattalion are attached.to other units. The battalion
commander must keep fully informed of the status of his companies.

b;- Comnmnunication System, Infantry Division Armor Battalion.
(1) See figure 85 for typical radio net for headquarters and

headquarters company.
(2) See figure 86 for typical battalion wire net.
(3) See figure 87 for typical tank company radio net.
(4) See chapter 1 for typical tank company wire net.

c. Employrnent of Battalion Conmmunication Platoon. This pla-
toon is employed generally the same as the communication platoon of
the armored division armor battalion.

166. Tank Company Communication System
a. The tank company communication system, like that of the tank

company of the armored division armor battalion, has separate com-
mand nets for the company and for each platoon (ch. 1 and fig. 87).

b. The company commander controls his company through the
tank company command net. The company commander's tank, his
1/4 -ton truclk, the platoon leaders' and platoon sergeants' tanks, the
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Figure 86. Typical wire net diagram, infantry division armor battalion, 90-mm.
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motor sergeant's -1/4 -ton truck, and-the security section's armored per-
sonnel carrier operate in this net. The company commnander controls
his company on his medium-power FM transceiver. The platoon
leaders and platoon sergeants operate their auxiliary receivers on the
company command net. The battalion command net is monitored on
the auxiliary receivers in the company commander's l/4 -ton truck, his
tank, or the security section's armored personnel carrier (when the
carrier's receiver is not monitoring the battalion logistical net).

e. When a company is attached to an infantry unit of the division,
the company commander operates the auxiliary receivers in his tank
and 1/4 -ton truck on the higher headquarters command net. At the
tank company CP, the auxiliary receiver in the armored personnel car-
rier also monitors this net or, when necessary, the battalion logistical
net to transact administrative and logistical matters.

d. Each tank platoon has its own platoon command net. All tanks
of the platoon operate their medium-power FM transceivers on the
platoon net.

e. If a tank platoon is detached from its parent company and at-
tached to an infantry company, the platoon leader tunes his auxiliary
low-power transmitter-receiver to the infantry company command net
and controls the tank platoon on his own tank platoon command net,
using the medium-power FM transceiver. He should maintain com-
munication with his parent company to provide for logistical support.
His auxiliary receiver can be used for this purpose. The auxiliary re-
ceiver in the platoon sergeant's tank could also be used for this purpose.

f. When infantry are attached to a tank company, all the tanks
operate their low-power FM-transceivers on the frequency being used
by the infantry platoon leader on bis hand-held low-power FM radio.

g. In all cases of tanks working with infantry, the tanks put their
]ow-power 'transceivers on the frequency of the hand-held radios of
the infantry.

h. When an artillery forward observer operates with a tank com-
pany, he uses the second tank in the company headquarters. He
communicates with his artillery battery or battalion fire direction
center by using the medium-power transceiver portion of his radio.
The fire direction net must be within the 10-channel overlap of the
tank-mounted radio and the radios used by the artillery. The for-
ward observer monitors the tank company command net on his aux-
iliary receiver.

i. The tank company executive officer must monitor the battalion
logistical net, using the company security section vehicle or the
maintenance section 1/4-ton truck.

j. Wire communication may be used more frequently by the units of
an infantry division armor battalion than by units of an armored
division armor battalion; therefore, greater skill and efficiency in its
use should be maintained.
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Section II. FUNDAMENTALS OF EMPLOYMENT, INFANTRY
DIVISION ARMOR BATTALION, 90-MM

167. Mission, Capabilities, and Considerations

a. MJission. The mission of the infantry division armor battalion
is to close with and destroy enemy forces using fire, maneuver, and
shock action in mounted close combat.

b. Capabilities.
(1) The battalion is operationally self-sufficient, consisting of

fire and maneuver elements, scout elements, and other ele-
ments required· for communication, planning, and control
of operations.

(2) The battalion is administratively self-sufficient for a limited
period of time. With normal logistical support from the
division, it can operate for a sustained period of time. Nec-
essary elements for limited administrative and logistical
support of the companies are found in the headquarters com-
pany of the battalion and the additional necessary transport
habitually attached by the division.

(3) The battalion, when organized for combat, is capable of-
(a) Attacking or counterattacking under hostile fire.
(b) Destroying enemy armor by fire.
(c) Supporting infantry or other tanks by direct fire, maneu-

ver, and shock action.
(d) Rapidly exploiting breakthroughs.
(e) Rapidly exploiting effects of atomic weapons.
(f) Conducting independent operations, with or without

reinforcements.
(g) Rapidly pursuing and destroying the enemy.
(h) Conducting retrograde operations, when reinforced.
(i) Participating in defense.
(j) Seizing and holding terrain, when reinforced.

ce Considerations.
(1) When the infantry division armor battalion is employed as

a reinforced unit, the method of its employment is generally
the same as that of an armor battalion task force of the
armored division. However, in the infantry division, the
armor battalion will be teamed with regular-ihfantry instead
of armored infantry (though the infantry may be trans-
ported in armored personnel carriers), and will be supported
by towed instead of self-propelled artillery. Other differ-
ences which must be given consideration in a comparisoi of
methods of employment are-

(a) The smaller ratio of tanks to infantry if tanks are dis-
tributed among all battle groups.
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'(b) Means of commúnication between tanks and iñifahtry.
(c) The speed of conducting the attack.

(2) In the armored division, all combat and combat support units
have many heavy full-track vehicles. In the infantry divi-
sion, on the othler hand, the armor battalion is the only
sizable combat unit which has many vehicles of this type.
This difference between the armor battalion and other com-
bat units of the division emphasizes certain problems which
must be constantly considered if the battalion is to be em-
ployed to greatest advantage. Among these problems are-

(a) The necessity for a constant and adequate supply of fuel
and lubricants.

(b) Sensitivity of armor to terrain, meteorological conditions,
and obstacles.

(c) The necessity for extensive maintenance.
(3) The armor battalion can move simultaneously all organic

personnel and equipment with organic transportation; how-
ever, the battalion cannot be air transported as can the
majority of other units of the infantry division.

168. Operations and Employment

a. Battalion Commander and Staff. The armor battalion com-
mander in the infantry division has the same responsibilities as does
the armor battalion commander in the armored division. In addition,
he acts as the armor adviser for the division commander and as the
division anti-tank officer. The organization and 'operation of the
battalion staff are si.milar to that of the:staff of :tle armored division
armor battalion. 'Additional problems irn -operations, logistics, and
administration confront the battalion commander and his staff when
the companies of the battalion are attached to infantry battle groups.
In order to provide maximum assistance to detached companies, the
battalion must maintain coordination and liaison with the division
staff, the battle group staff, and the tank company commanders. Staff
visits to each company should be made frequently.

b. Method of Operation. The operations of the infantry division
armor battalion generally follow the doctrine, tactics, and techniques
contained in chapters 1 through 5 of this manual and FM 17-1.

(1) The more important methods in which the infantry division
armor battalion may be employed are as follows:

(a) As a battalion, with or without reinforcements, under
division control.

(b) As a battalion, attached to one battle group.
(c) With 1 or 2 companies attached to a battle group and the

battalion (minus) attached to another battle group or
under division control.
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(d) With 1 company attached to each of 2, 3, or 4 battle groups
and the battalion (minus) attached to another battle group
or under division control.

(e) With 1 company attached to each of 5 battle groups and
the battalion (minus) under division control.

(2) The method of employment depends upon the division mis-
sion, information of the enemy, obstacles, weather, terrain,
and the number of tank units available to the division com-
mander. After considering these factors, the division com-
mander determines where and in what force tanks should be
employed. The guiding principle is that the battalion should
be employed in the method that will most decisively influence
the action. The armor battalion is most effective when em-
ployed as a unit; if the situation makes it necessary to detach
companies, those companies should be employed as units.
Tank units should be employed by concentrating them to
make a penetration or to envelope a decisive point, rather
than by dissipating them on a broad front. The fewer the
number of tanks available to the commander, the greater
is the requirement for the concentration of the tanks to obtain
effective firepower and shock action.

(3) When the battalion remains under division control, it usually
will be employed to block, reinforce, attack, counterattack,-
delay, or act as the division reserve.

(4) In certain situations a tank company may be attached to the
cavalry squadron. Such a company is usually employed to
lead the attack and to provide added antitank capabilities.

(5) The battalion may become a task force with the attachment
of other combat and service support units. Normally the
armor battalion operating as a task force requires the attach-
ment of infantry and engineers and the support of artillery,
Army aviation, and service support units.

(6) The principles and procedures for marches and bivouac and
assembly areas as outlined in chapter 7, FM 17-1, apply to
the infantry division armor battalion. Marches of the divi-
sion must be so planned that the movement of the tank unit
does not interfere with the march of other elements of the
division. In order to avoid such interference, Ithe. armor
battalion is frequently given a separate route of march, or it
may march as an independent serial.

(7) Logistical support for the battalion is provided directly by
the appropriate division service support units. The division
normally transports class III supplies from the division dis-
tributing point to the battalion (unit distribution), except
when the situation dictates supply point distribution. Classes
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I, II, and IV supplies are delivered to the battalion (unit dis-
tribution) by the division logistical agencies. Additionally,
the armor battalion transports reserve supplies such as reserve
rations and basic loads of ammunition. The battalion nor-
mally obtains class V supplies directly from the army class
V supply point. The battalion performs first- and second-
echelon maintenance on all types of equipment. Within its
capabilities, it evacuates to division support elements any
equipment which requires higher echelon maintenance. The
battalion evacuates salvage material to the division salvage
collecting point.

Section III. OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS, INFANTRY DIVISION
ARMOR BATTALION, 90-MM

169. General
a. The principles outlined in chapter 8, FM 17-1, covering the pur-

poses of offensive action, forms of offensive action, distribution of
forces, and frontages, axes, and zones in the offensive, generally ap-
ply to the infantry division armor battalion.

b. When this armor battalion is operating as a task force, under
either division or battle group control, it conducts offensive opera-
tions generally according to the principles set forth in chapter 3,
except as discussed below.

170. Preparation for the Attack
a. General. In the preparation for the attack, the steps taken by

the infantry division armor battalion commander closely parallel
those discussed in chapter 3. However, the infantry division armor
battalion commander usually makes a recommendation to the division
commander as to the best method of employing his battalion to fa-
cilitate accomplishment of the division mission.

b. Organization for Combat. While the distribution of tank
strength throughout the infantry division will vary with the specific
situation, it can be expected that one or more tank companies will
often be attached to each of two assaulting battle groups with the
battalion (minus) under division control. Other possible types of
attachment are discussed below.

(1) The armor battalion or a major portion thereof may be at-
tached to a battle group. This method of employment of
the battalion is desirable, for example, when the terrain, and
other factors affecting the employment of armor, are favor-
able in front of one battle group, and the division commander
decides to make the main effort of the division in the zone of
this battle group. lVhen this is done, the primary role of
the tank element is to lead the attack. The armor battalion
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should be reinforced with infantry mounted in armored per-
sonnel carriers and should be given adequate fire support
and logistical support. The reinfórced armor battalion
should be committed on favorable terrain to seize the final
objectives. Infantry may be attached to tank companies to
form tank-infantry teams. Frequently, tank companies
without attached infantry will execute attacks; this type of
attack may be used to rapidly and effectively exploit the
effects of friendly atomic weapons. Similarly, tank com-
panies may be employed without attachments in tank-versus-
tank actions (pars. 56-65).

(2) One or more tank companies may be attached to two of the
battle groups and the battalion (minus) attached to a third
battle group. The factors discussed in (1) above apply
equally to this type of attachment. However, the tank
strength is even further distributed, and consequently more
time will be needed to assemble the entire battalion should the
need arise. This form of attachment may be desirable when
the division is attacking or exploiting with three battle
groups abreast, when the enemy has relatively weak tank
strength and is uniformly distributed, or when the division
is employing two battle groups abreast with the remainder
in reserve.

(3) One company may be attached to each of three battle groups
and tlie battalion (minus)k ept under.division control. :This
type of attachment may be made under the conditions out-
lined in (2) above, except that the battalion (minus), rein-
forced and under division control, is retained as the division
reserve to exploit successes of the forward battle groups.
When tank companies are attached to battle groups, the
primary role of the tank is to assist the advance of the
infantry by fire, maneuver, and shock action. These tank
companies should be employed on the most favorable ter-
rain and against decisive objectives. Tank companies with
or without attachments may be employed under battle group
control, or further attached to rifle companies. Every ef-
fort should be made to maintain the tactical integrity of
tank units. When possible, this should, be :done ,at com-
pany level and at platoon level; however, in exceptional cir-
cumstances, such as when fighting in dense woods, jungles,
or built-up areas where observation is restricted, tank sec-
tions may be attached to rifle platoons for purposes of con-
trol. Suitable plans should be made for the rapid regroup-
ing of these tank companies to permit their employment at
the most critical time and place.
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(4) TLe- arnm-or- bgtalionfinmy fbe -kept :as- a, 'imit, with or with-
out reinforcements, under division control. The battalion
may frequently be kept under division control, with or with-
out reinforcements, ready to exploit success. When it is
necessary for the division to commit all infantry battle
groups, the reinforced armor battalion can be used to form
the division reserve.

e. Scheme of Maneuver. -
(1) It is not desirable that the pace of the tank attack be slowed

to the pace of the infantry attack. Tairks cannot remain
motionless in the open when in range of enemy antitank
guns, nor is it desirable that their speed be slowed under
these circumstances. Once, an assault is launched, the losses
are proportionate to the time it takes the overrun the ob-
jective.

(2)The fundamental methods and techniques of employing tank-
infantry teams are discussed in chapter 8, FM 17-1. In
the infantry division, tanks and dismounted infantry may be
employed in such teams; or the infantry may be mounted
in armored personnel carriers from the division transpor-
tation battalion.

171. Conduct of the Attack

a. General. The infantry division armor battalion conducts at-
tacks in the same manner as the armored division armor battalion
(ch. 3 and FM 17-1, ch. 8).

b;. Movement to the Objective.' Alth-ouggh it-.is-not- desirable--fbr
the pace of the tank attack to be slowed to the pace of dismounted
attacking units, it is sometimes necessary to delay the tank units'
arrival on the objective by making greater use of movement by
bounds or a delayed time of departure. Hostile antitank fire, or ter-
rain which prevents a continuous and coordinated movement by tanks
and infantry, may make it desirable for the tanks to move by bounds
or to cross the line of departure after the dismounted element. Prior
to the attack, plans must be made to coordinate the rate of move-
ment of tanks and dismounted units. Every effort should be made to
allow the tanks to advance rapidly. Whenever the situation per-
mits, the infantry should be allowed to ride on the tanks or should
be transported by armored personnel carriers.

e. The Assault and Consolidation.

(1) The assault on the objective is launched when the leading
elements have advanced to predetermined assault positions,
usually within 150 yards of the. objective. The nature of the
assault will depend upon the method of movement. The
commander should seek to exploit the effects of firepower and
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shock action. Mutual support between the tanks and in-
fantry becomes vitally important as they close with the
enemy. Tanks neutralize or destroy enemy groups, weapons,
and defensive works. Infantry protect the tanks from indi-
vidual antitank weapons and destroy the enemy by close
combat.

(2) When the objective is overrun and the enemy destroyed or
captured, the assault elements are quickly organized to pro-
tect themselves against counterattacks. The infantry and
tanks are disposed to provide all-round protection, based
upon the previous plans for consideration. The tanks occupy
positions covering avenues of approach for enemy armor.

172. Exploitation
a. See paragraphs 101 throught 104 for a discussion of exploitation.

When the infantry division armor battalion is used as an exploiting
force, it operates in the same manner as does the armored division
armor battalion.

b. A reinforced armor battalion frequently may be used as an en-
veloping force when the infantry division has begun the exploitation
phase. It will be organized to operate independently for short
periods of time and will be a force of combined arms.

c. The infantry attached to the battalion must be transported by
elements of the division transportation battalion or on the tanks.
If infantry must ride tanks, a rifle platoon will ride on the tanks of
one or two tankl platoons; each rifle platoon leader rides with-t- tank
platoon leader. The leading tank units should not carry infantry.

Section IV. DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS, INFANTRY DIVISION
ARMOR BATTALION, 90-MM

173. General
The principles and techniques of both mobile and position defense,

as discussed in chapter 4 and FM 17-1, apply to the infantry division
armor battalion. In the application of these techniques, additional
consideration must be given to the difference in inobility of the sup-
porting arins in the armored division and the infantry divisions.

174. Defensive Combat by the Infantry Division
a. The infantry division is capable of conducting all types of de-

fensive operations. Because of its organization and ability to exploit
the terrain, it is more suited to perform a position defense than a
mobile defense. The position defense permits personnel of the divi-
sion to utilize to the maximum the protection of the terrain, prepared
emnplaceinents for weapons, individual shelters for personnel, and
other types of defensive works. When provided with adequate trans-
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portatdion and augmented.by additional combat forces, the infantry
division is capable of conducting an effective mobile defense.

b. The infantry division armor battalion, properly reinforced, is
well suited for a mobile defense. It may conduct such a defense dur-
ing exploitation while it is waiting for the rest of the division to move
up to join it, or when it is acting as all or part of a general outpost
in a defensive action. Also, it may act as part of the striking force
when the division is conducting mobile defense.

175. Missions Assigned the Armor Battalion During Defensive
Combat

a. The infantry division armor battalion must be assigned defensive
missions in which it can use its mobility and shock action to the
greatest possible extent under the existing conditions. These missions
include-

(1) Adding strength to the counterattack.
(2) Adding depth to antitank protection.
(3) Acting as a covering force or outpost for the division.

b. In most cases, units of the battalion can best assist in the defense
by employing offensive tactics. Every effort must be made to avoid
static positions or the emplacement of tanks; such tecliiques usually
are effective only when an ambush is used. All tanks, regardless of
their mission or location, should be so placed that they have clear
fields of fire and can be readily maneuvered.

176. Methods of Employing the Armor Battalion in Defense
a. There are fotur normal possibilities for the employment of the

infantry division armor battalion in the defense. These are-
(1) The battalion attached to the division reserve.
(2) One company or more attached to the battle group having

the most suitable sector for enemy armor approach, with the
battalion (minus) attached to the division reserve.

(3) One company or more attached to each of two or more battle
groups and the battalion (minus) attached to the division
reserve.

(4) The battalion, reinforced, as the division reserve.
b. The ability of the armor battalion to operate as an effective

element of the striking force, to destroy any enemy which may pene-
trate the battle area, decreases as the number of companies detached
from the battalion increases. When employed as part of the striking
force, the battalion should be retained as a unit whenever possible.

c. The terrain to be defended, and the composition of the enemy
force facing the position, usually have a decisive influence on the
decision as to which method of employment is to be used. The bat-
talion must be used to increase the counterattack strength of the divi-
sion and to insure adequate defense against mass tank attacks. Ter-
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rain which affords good fieldsóf ifire-and. long-range observation may
permit the concentration of the armor battalion in a rearward position.
In the disposition of the battalion, care must be taken to ensure that
terrain corridors, which are good avenues of approach for enemy
tanks, are covered.

177. The Tank Company With Forward Infantry Battle Groups
The commander of the forward infantry battle group in defense

employs attached tanks to provide antitank protection for his battle
area, to furnish direct-fire support to the forward edge of the battle
area (FEBA), and to support the infantry battle group counter-
attack. He may place a portion of his tanks in positions from which
they can fire in front of the FEBA; normally these tanks will be
located within or close to platoon defense areas. The remainder of
his tanks may be placed in depth, covering possible enemy tank ap-
proaches from the front, flanks, and rear. The tanks in depth are
prepared to assist the battle group reserve in the counterattack; the
tanks are attached to the reserve upon its commitment.

178. The Armor Battalion Attached to the Division Reserve
a. The counterattack capabilities of the division reserve are greatly

increased by the attachment of all or the greater part of the armor
battalion. The employment of the battalion as a striking force by the
reserve is similar to its employment in the attack. The division re-
serve in defense may often have two missions to perform: a containing
mission and a counterattacking mission. Any enemy penetration
must be contained or partially contained before a counterattack can
be advantageously launched. The infantry elements of the reserve,
reinforced by part of the tanks, may be used to block and contain a
penetration, if other troops have not accomplished this mission; and
the major portion of the armor battalion may be used as a striking
force to destroy the enemy penetrating force. This is a combined and
coordinated effort; the armor battalion, properly reinforced, should
be the maneuvering force.

b. Although the tanks attached to the reserve may be occupying
firing positions, they must be prepared to move immediately to any
portion of the division front to block or counter any enemy
penetration.

o. When the reserve performs the mission of general outpost for the
infantry division, one of its normal attachments will be the division
armor battalion. When tank units are on outpost duty, they are
located within the outguard position. They engage enemy armor and
mechanized elements at maximum range. They facilitate the rapid
withdrawal of infantry elements. They withdraw over previously
selected routes to their designated reserve area.
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179. The Armor Battalion, Reinforced, as the Division Reserve
The infantry division armor battalion may be used as the division

reserve.
a. The division commander may be forced, either because of the

width of his sector or because of a depletion of his infantry strength,
to commit all infantry battle groups in the front line. In this situa-
tion, the armor battalion, intact and reinforced with infantry, nor-
mally is used to form the division reserve.

b. When it is indicated that the enemy may employ tank-heavy
forces in an attempt to penetrate and rupture the position, the rein-
forced armor battalion may be used as the division reserve to meet
this threat.

180. Withdirawals From Action
a. The armor battalion, because of its characteristics, can break

contact with the enemy more rapidly than can infantry units. In some
situations, the division may use the armor battalion, reinforced, as a
covering force in a daylight withdrawal. In such cases the armor
battalion might fight a delaying action after the infantry have started
their rearward movement. All units attached to the battalion must be
transported by vehicle; some of the infantry may be transported on
the tanks.

b. It often is necessary for the armor battalion to counterattack
in order to enable the infantry to start their withdrawal. Just prior
to the time the withdrawal starts, the reinforced armor battalion
makes a coordinated attack in a vital part of the division or battle
group zone, supported by all available fires. The extent of the attack
may be limited to a demonstration on a broad front with all tank com-
panies deployed, but it must be carefully planned and coordinated.
If the terrain permits, the armor battalion may occupy positions im-
mediately in rear of the infantry units which will withdraw; these
units, under the cover of supporting fires by the tanks and other
weapons, withdraw through the position occupied by the armor bat-
talion. The armor battalion then fights a delaying action until the
infantry have withdrawn to their new positions.
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APPENDIX

REFERENCES

FM 6-20 Artillery Tactics and Technique.
FM 7-40 Infantry Regiment.
FM 7-100 The Infantry Division.
FM 17-1 Armor Operations, Small Units.
FM 17-12 Tank Gunnery.
FM 17-20 Armored Infantry Units-Platoon, Company,

and Battalion.
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FM 17-50 Logistics, Armored Division.
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FM 17-79 Tank, 90-mm Gun, M48.
FM 17-100 Armored Division and Combat Command.
FM 20-100 Army Aviation.
FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-6 Techniques of Military Instruction.
FM 21-30 Military Symbols.
FM 21-60 Visual Signals.
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Patrolling.
FM 31-50 Combat in Fortified Areas and Towns.
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visions.
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visions.
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TC 3-2 Radiological Surveys.
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Company headquarters -------------------------- 11 7
Headquarters company, and-

Armored division battalion ------------------- 9 7
Infantry division battalion - .......... 162, 163 144, 145

Section, company ------------------------------ 21 13
Tank section -------------------------------- 13 9

Heavy resistance, attack from march column against ---- 107 100

Individual antitank measures ---------------------- 65 66
Infantry division:

Armor battalion. (See Battalion.)
Tank company. (See Company.)

Key personnel. (See Personnel.)
Killing grounds -------------------------------- 123 110

Landmarks -------------------------------- 39 35
Leadership in attack -------------------------------- 96 92
Legend ---------------------------------- 7 5
Liaison:

Battalion ------------------------------ 12 9
Company -------------------------------- 28 28

Light resistance, attack against ----------------------- 106 100
Line formation ----------------------------.. 46 41
Logistics:

Armored division armor battalion ---------------- 17, 19 12, 13
Infantry division arinor battalion ---------..... 168 155

Maintenance:
Platoon -------------------------------- 19 13
Section --- - - - - --------- 21 13

Maneuvering force- --................ -------- .---- 77, 94 81, 92
March column, attack from ------------------------ 105-108 100-103
Medical section -----..------...... 18 12
Medium tank:

Company. (See Company.)
Platoon. (See Platoon.)

Method. (See Techniques.)
Minefield breaching --------------------- . .......- 109 104
Missions:

Battalion in position defense -.------------- 128 115
Infantry division armor battalion --------------- 167, 175 154, 161
Scout platoon - 14 9
Tank units --------...------- --------........ 6 5

Mobile defense. (See Defense.)
Mortar platoon ------ - - -- - - 15, 123, 148 11, 110, 129
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Movement: Paragraphs Page
Attack --------------------------------- 93 89

Position ------------------------------------ 89 87
Cover, from ------------------...-------....... 40 35

Moving personnel, attack against ---------------------- 53 51

Nets. (See Radio and Wire.)

Night:
Attack --------------------------------- 109 104
Defense -------------------------------- 142 125
Withdrawal ---.-.----------...----...... 160 140

Objective:
Actions ------------------------------- - 98 93
Assault -,,------........--------- -- -- 97 93
Consolidation ----------... ------------------- 99 94
Reorganization ------------------------- 100 98

Obstacles in delaying action ---------------------------- 153 131
Occupation of delaying position ---------------------- 154 131
Offensive operations. (See Attack.)
Operations. (See Type of operation.)
Orders, attack -----. -----..----.............. -- 80, 88 82, 86
Organization:

Battalion:
Armored division ------------- - 8, 9 7
Infantry division ----- ____ 161, 162 144
Task force e--------------------------_____ 29, 102 29, 98

Combat:
Armored division tank units ------- ______ - --- 29, 30 29
Infantry division tank units --------........- - 170 157

Company:
Armored division - -----......... 21 13
Infantry division ------------------.... ____ 162, 164 144, 147
Team -............................ ______ 30, 86 29, 86

Ground for defense --------................-- 114 106
Outpost:

Combat ----...-------.... -------------- - 132 116
Company ------------------ . ----.......-- 72 75
General ---------........----------..... 129 115

Battalion -------------------- --------- - 131 115
Platoon ----- . ------.............-- 73 77

Patrols -.----------.------------------- 74 79

Perimeter defense. (See Defense.)

Personnel:
Actions against -............................... 52-55 51, 52
Battalion, duties ____-.. . .........................10 7
Company, duties -.. . ........................... 21 13
Platoon, duties- -----.----..---................. 22 15
Section ----------...-----------------.. 20 13

Plan of attack:
Battalion ---- . . ----------- . ..........._ 79 82
Company and platoon ---- __------------------___ 85 86

Planning counterattack ---------- __ __ _ -- - --- __ 137 118
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Platoon (see also Type of platoon) --------------------- 22 15
Attack -.............. 96 92
Communication:

Armored division -............................ 26 19
Infantry division --------------------------- 166 147

Company team ------------....---------.......... 32 29
Defense -----..-------- . ..--- ---------- 135 118
Delaying action -------------------- 154-157 131-136
Formations. (See Formations.)
Preparation for attack ------------------- 80 82
Security operations --------------------- 67-74 67-79

Position:
Attack -------------------- __-- - - 89, 90 87
Defense. (See Defense.)
Defensive, preparation ----------------- ____--- 116, 117 106, 109
Delaying ------------------------------- 146, 154-157 129, 131-136
Firing --------------------..-------.. __ 51, 73 47, 77
Fixing force__ --- ~- ------- ----------.......... 123 110

Preparation:
Attack, for:

Battalion ---------------- ------------------ 78 81
Company and platoon -------..............- - 80, 81 82, 84
Infantry division tank units ... . ......------- 170 157

Counterattack ------------------------- - 138 121
Routes ---------------------.......... __ 115 106

Defensive position -......... .........._____... 116, 117 106, 109
Delaying position ------.........-----......... __ 154 131
Withdrawal__ --------.......-- ~~. 156 135

Radio nets:
Battalion: -

Armored division -. -.----.----------.------ 24 16
Infantry division ---- - -165 147

Company:
Armored division --------------------------- 26 19
Infantry division 165, 166 147

Rear guard -------............ -- 71 75
Reconnaissance:

Attack ----.-.-.......------------...... 83 84
Battle-- --------------..-------------- - 92 89
Delaying positions ------------............ ____ 146, 149 129, 130
Fire -................................ __ 41, 92 35, 89

Reduction of roadblock -----------.... -------------- - 108 103
References --------......-------........ App I 164
Reorganization on the objective ----- -100 98
Reserve:

Battalion:
Armored division- ---- 128, 136, 137 115, 118, 118
Infantry division- ------- 178, 179 162, 163
Company ----------- 138 121

Responsibility for security -----.......- - -------.... 66 66
Retirement-- ..--- 143 126
Retrograde movements ----.--................. ____ 143, 144 126
River line:

Attack ------------------- 109 104
Defense -------..-..........----- ----- 142 125
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Roadblock, reduction 108 103
Role:

Elements of company team ---------------------- 35 31
Tank units ----------------------------- ____- 2, 3 4

Routes:
Counterattack --------------.--........ -- 115 106
Evacuation and resupply ---........- ---~ ------- 118 109

Scout platoon -............................... 14, 123, 148 9, 110, 129
Security:

Delaying action ------................... 149 130
Force(s) ------.....-------- ------------ 67-74 67-79

Mobile defense -....... ..-____............ 121, 122 109
Perimeter defense ... . ........---........ 141 124
Position defense --..... ..- -- ~ -.----- 129 115

Operations ---...--.------..---......-- 66 66
Section --. . ....................... 21 13

Selection:
Delaying positions ------ 146 129
Targets- .......-------------- ----- 50 47

Staff, battalion -. ------- 10 7
Strengthening defensive position ----......- - 117 109
Striking force:

Mobile defense -------........------- 121 109
Battalion -------------------------- ____ 125, 127 113, 114
Company -------........- --- 126 114

Perimeter defense ----..........-------.......... 141 124
Strong points:

Mobile defense ------- 123 110
Perimeter defense --------- 141 124

Supply section-- .-....------------- 17 12
Support:

Armored infantry by tanks ---- 134 117
Delaying action -------...------------ 151 131
Fires in attack ----------- 95 92
Perimeter defense -------.......... -- 141 124
Plan for attack -------....--- 79 82
Platoon-- -..--.....- 17 12
Tank vs. tank action --------.....- ----- ---...... 61 59

Surprise fire ------..------ --------------------- 51 47
System, communication. (See Communication.)

Tank:
Antitank action- --------........... 57, 62, 63 53, 60, 63
Armored division ------- . . ................ 2 4
Company. (See Company.)

Team. (See Company team.)
Crew teamwork -.... .....--.. - ------ 5 5
Infantry division -----. ..-~- ------- 3 4
Platoon. (See Platoon.)
Support of armored infantry- ----........ 134 117
Units:

Missions and capabilities- -------------- 6 5
Role in company teams ....- ----- 35 31

Vs. tank action --------------------------------- 56-61 52-59
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Tanker -................................ 4 5
Targets, engagement and selection ------------------- 50, 51 47
Technique:

Advance guard --------.......---- -------- 69 67
Covering force -- ---- ---------- --------- 68 67
Flank guard -.. . .................................70 73
M ovement in attack --------------------------- - 93 89
Outpost -.................--- 72, 73 75, 77
Rear guard ------------------- 71 75
Withdrawal .---....----------------........... 157 136

Task force. (See Battalion task force.)
Team, company. (See Company team.)
Teamwork, tank crew ------------------------- 5 7
Terminology ----------------------------- 1 3
Terrain:

Dominant ------------------- 37 33
D usty- ------ ----- ------ ----- ------ ----- 42 35
Unfavorable for tanks --------------------------- 41 35
Use ------------------- ...---.---------- ----- 36 33

Transportation section -------------------------- 17 12

Unfavorable terrain for tanks - 41 35

Wedge formation ---------------- 47 41
Wire communication:

Armored division:
Battalion- ---------- 24 16
Company- --------........ 27 26

Infantry division:
Battalion- ----........ 165 ·. 147
Company-.... ----------- ---- 166 147

Withdrawal- ---- . -.-----..---........... 143, 158-160 126, 139-140
Delaying action ----------------.-.............. 156, 157 135, 136
Infantry division battalion ----------------------- 180 163

Woods:
Attack-- ------------------------------------- 109 104
Defense ------.-.----.--. . .....--------- 142 125

[AG 470.8 (2 Aug 57)]
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Active Army:

DCSPER Inf Co
ACSI Ord Co
DCSOPS QM Co
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CNGB MP Co
Technical Stf, DA AAA Btry
Admin & Technical Stf Bd Abn Co
USCONARC USMA
OS Maj Comd CGSC
MDW Armor Sch
Armies Arty & Msl Sch
Corps QM Sch
Div Engr Sch
Brig Inf Sch
Engr Gp Trans Sch
Inf Bg PMST Sr Div Unit
Armor Gp PMST Mil Sch Div Unit
Engr Bn PMST Jr Div Unit
FA Bn MAAG
Ord Bn Mil Mis
QM Bn Units organized under follow-
Sig Bn ing TOE's:
Armor Bn 17-17, Tk Co., 76-mm Gun, Sep
MP Bn 17-27, Tk Co, 90-mrm Gun
AAA Bn 17-37, Tk Co, 120-mm Gun or
Cml Co 90-mm Gun
Engr Co 17-55, Armd Cav Recon Bn
FA Btry 17-57, Recon Co

NG: State AG; units-same as Active Army.
USAR: Units-same as Active Army.
Por explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.
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